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important safety instructions: 
CONSULT A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN TO ENSURE 
CORRECT BRANCH CIRCUIT CONDUCTOR. 
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician. 
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended wattage of one 

60-watt Type A, T, or G incandescent bulb for this fixture. 

 

warnings: 
1. All wires are connected. Do not remove the fixture from packaging by 

pulling on the wires as a bad connection may result. 
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, always turn off 

fixture and allow it to cool prior to replacing the lightbulb. 
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly at lit bulb.  
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb. 

to assemble: 
1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all protective 

coverings. Take care not to lose any small parts. 
2. Turn OFF power at the outlet box where the fixture will be installed. 
3. Determine desired hanging height, feed the wires though Pipes (F), Loop 

(K), Quick Link (L), Chain (M), Quick Link (L), Loop (K), and Canopy (E). 
4. Attach the Mounting Plate (B) to outlet box using the Mounting Screws 

(C), tighten with a screwdriver. Ensure the side of the Mounting Plate (B) 
marked ‘‘GND’’ is facing out. 

6. While holding the fixture, connect the black wire from fixture to the hot 
wire (usually black or smooth) from the outlet box using a wire connector 
(A). Connect the white wire from fixture to the neutral wire (usually white 
or ribbed) from the outlet box using a wire connector (A). DO NOT 
REVERSE THE HOT AND NEUTRAL WIRE CONNECTIONS; 
OTHERWISE, SAFETY WILL BE COMPROMISED. 

8 If the outlet box has a ground wire (green or bare copper), connect the 
green ground wire from the fixture to it using a wire connector (A). If the 
outlet box does not have a ground wire, connect the green ground wire 
from the fixture to the green ground screw provided on the Mounting 
Plate (A).  

5. Tuck these wire connections neatly into the outlet box, raise the Canopy 
(E) over Mounting Plate (B) and align the holes on the Canopy (E) with 
the corresponding holes on the Mounting Plate (B), secure the Canopy 
(E) with Canopy Screws (D) until the fixture is secured to the ceiling. 

6. Place the Glass Shade (H) over Socket (G) and secure by screwing 
Socket Collar (I). 

7. Install the proper light bulb (not included) in accordance with the fixture’s 
specifications (DO NOT EXCEED THE SPECIFIED WATTAGE 
RATING). 

8. Installation is completed. Turn on the power at the circuit breaker or fuse 
box. Turn the light switch to activate the fixture. 

parts enclosed: 

BAUER CLEAR FLARE PENDANT 6610031H428  

BAUER MILK FLARE PENDANT 6610031H429 

care instructions: 
Wipe all surfaces with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use any harsh 

cleaners (including ammonia-based products) or abrasives on 

the fixture as they will damage the surface. 
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important safety instructions: 
CONSULT A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN TO ENSURE 
CORRECT BRANCH CIRCUIT CONDUCTOR. 
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician. 
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended wattage of one 

60-watt Type A, T, or G incandescent bulb for this fixture. 

 

warnings: 
1. All wires are connected. Do not remove the fixture from packaging by 

pulling on the wires as a bad connection may result. 
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, always turn off 

fixture and allow it to cool prior to replacing the lightbulb. 
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly at lit bulb.  
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb. 

to assemble: 
1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all protective 

coverings. Take care not to lose any small parts. 
2. Turn OFF power at the outlet box where the fixture will be installed. 
3. Determine desired hanging height, feed the wires though Pipes (F), Loop 

(K), Quick Link (L), Chain (M), Quick Link (L), Loop (K), and Canopy (E). 
4. Attach the Mounting Plate (B) to outlet box using the Mounting Screws 

(C), tighten with a screwdriver. Ensure the side of the Mounting Plate (B) 
marked ‘‘GND’’ is facing out. 

6. While holding the fixture, connect the black wire from fixture to the hot 
wire (usually black or smooth) from the outlet box using a wire connector 
(A). Connect the white wire from fixture to the neutral wire (usually white 
or ribbed) from the outlet box using a wire connector (A). DO NOT 
REVERSE THE HOT AND NEUTRAL WIRE CONNECTIONS; 
OTHERWISE, SAFETY WILL BE COMPROMISED. 

8 If the outlet box has a ground wire (green or bare copper), connect the 
green ground wire from the fixture to it using a wire connector (A). If the 
outlet box does not have a ground wire, connect the green ground wire 
from the fixture to the green ground screw provided on the Mounting 
Plate (A).  

5. Tuck these wire connections neatly into the outlet box, raise the Canopy 
(E) over Mounting Plate (B) and align the holes on the Canopy (E) with 
the corresponding holes on the Mounting Plate (B), secure the Canopy 
(E) with Canopy Screws (D) until the fixture is secured to the ceiling. 

6. Place the Glass Shade (H) over Socket (G) and secure by screwing 
Socket Collar (I). 

7. Install the proper light bulb (not included) in accordance with the fixture’s 
specifications (DO NOT EXCEED THE SPECIFIED WATTAGE 
RATING). 

8. Installation is completed. Turn on the power at the circuit breaker or fuse 
box. Turn the light switch to activate the fixture. 

parts enclosed: 

BAUER CLOCHE PENDANT CLEAR GLASS 6610031H322

BAUER CLOCHE PENDANT MILK GLASS 

care instructions: 
Wipe all surfaces with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use any harsh 

cleaners (including ammonia-based products) or abrasives on 

the fixture as they will damage the surface. 
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important safety instructions: 
CONSULT A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN TO ENSURE 
CORRECT BRANCH CIRCUIT CONDUCTOR. 
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician. 
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended wattage of one 

60-watt Type A, T, or G incandescent bulb for this fixture. 

 

warnings: 
1. All wires are connected. Do not remove the fixture from packaging by 

pulling on the wires as a bad connection may result. 
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, always turn off 

fixture and allow it to cool prior to replacing the lightbulb. 
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly at lit bulb.  
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb. 

to assemble: 
1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all protective 

coverings. Take care not to lose any small parts. 
2. Turn OFF power at the outlet box where the fixture will be installed. 
3. Determine desired hanging height, feed the wires though Pipes (F), Loop 

(K), Quick Link (L), Chain (M), Quick Link (L), Loop (K), and Canopy (E). 
4. Attach the Mounting Plate (B) to outlet box using the Mounting Screws 

(C), tighten with a screwdriver. Ensure the side of the Mounting Plate (B) 
marked ‘‘GND’’ is facing out. 

6. While holding the fixture, connect the black wire from fixture to the hot 
wire (usually black or smooth) from the outlet box using a wire connector 
(A). Connect the white wire from fixture to the neutral wire (usually white 
or ribbed) from the outlet box using a wire connector (A). DO NOT 
REVERSE THE HOT AND NEUTRAL WIRE CONNECTIONS; 
OTHERWISE, SAFETY WILL BE COMPROMISED. 

8 If the outlet box has a ground wire (green or bare copper), connect the 
green ground wire from the fixture to it using a wire connector (A). If the 
outlet box does not have a ground wire, connect the green ground wire 
from the fixture to the green ground screw provided on the Mounting 
Plate (A).  

5. Tuck these wire connections neatly into the outlet box, raise the Canopy 
(E) over Mounting Plate (B) and align the holes on the Canopy (E) with 
the corresponding holes on the Mounting Plate (B), secure the Canopy 
(E) with Canopy Screws (D) until the fixture is secured to the ceiling. 

6. Place the Glass Shade (H) over Socket (G) and secure by screwing 
Socket Collar (I). 

7. Install the proper light bulb (not included) in accordance with the fixture’s 
specifications (DO NOT EXCEED THE SPECIFIED WATTAGE 
RATING). 

8. Installation is completed. Turn on the power at the circuit breaker or fuse 
box. Turn the light switch to activate the fixture. 

parts enclosed: 

BAUER CLOCHE PENDANT CLEAR GLASS 6610031H322

BAUER CLOCHE PENDANT MILK GLASS 

care instructions: 
Wipe all surfaces with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use any harsh 

cleaners (including ammonia-based products) or abrasives on 

the fixture as they will damage the surface. 
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important safety instructions: 
CONSULT A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN TO ENSURE CORRECT 
BRANCH CIRCUIT CONDUCTOR. 
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician. 
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended wattage of one 60- 

watt Type A, T, or G incandescent bulb for this fixture. 

 

warnings: 
1. All wires are connected. Do not remove the fixture from packaging by pulling 

on the wires as a bad connection may result. 
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, always turn off 

fixture and allow it to cool prior to replacing the lightbulb. 
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly at lit bulb.  
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb. 

to assemble: 
1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all protective coverings. 

Take care not to lose any small parts. 
2. Turn OFF power at the outlet box where the fixture will be installed. 
3. Determine desired hanging height, feed the wires though Pipes (F), Loop 

(K), Quick Link (L), Chain (M), Quick Link (L), Loop (K), and Canopy (E). 
4. Attach the Mounting Plate (B) to outlet box using the Mounting Screws (C), 

tighten with a screwdriver. Ensure the side of the Mounting Plate (B) marked 
‘‘GND’’ is facing out. 

6. While holding the fixture, connect the black wire from fixture to the hot wire 
(usually black or smooth) from the outlet box using a wire connector (A). 
Connect the white wire from fixture to the neutral wire (usually white or 
ribbed) from the outlet box using a wire connector (A). DO NOT REVERSE 
THE HOT AND NEUTRAL WIRE CONNECTIONS; OTHERWISE, SAFETY 
WILL BE COMPROMISED. 

8 If the outlet box has a ground wire (green or bare copper), connect the 
green ground wire from the fixture to it using a wire connector (A). If the 
outlet box does not have a ground wire, connect the green ground wire from 
the fixture to the green ground screw provided on the Mounting Plate (A).  

5. Tuck these wire connections neatly into the outlet box, raise the Canopy (E) 
over Mounting Plate (B) and align the holes on the Canopy (E) with the 
corresponding holes on the Mounting Plate (B), secure the Canopy (E) with 
Canopy Screws (D) until the fixture is secured to the ceiling. 

6. Place the Glass Shade (H) over Socket (G) and secure by screwing Socket 
Collar (I). 

7. Install the proper light bulb (not included) in accordance with the fixture’s 
specifications (DO NOT EXCEED THE SPECIFIED WATTAGE RATING). 

8. Installation is completed. Turn on the power at the circuit breaker or fuse 
box. Turn the light switch to activate the fixture. 

parts enclosed: 

BAUER DOME PENDANT CLEAR GLASS 6610031H321 

BAUER DOME PENDANT MILK GLASS 

care instructions: 
Wipe all surfaces with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use any harsh 

cleaners (including ammonia-based products) or abrasives on 

the fixture as they will damage the surface. 
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important safety instructions: 
CONSULT A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN TO ENSURE CORRECT 
BRANCH CIRCUIT CONDUCTOR. 
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician. 
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended wattage of one 60- 

watt Type A, T, or G incandescent bulb for this fixture. 

 

warnings: 
1. All wires are connected. Do not remove the fixture from packaging by pulling 

on the wires as a bad connection may result. 
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, always turn off 

fixture and allow it to cool prior to replacing the lightbulb. 
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly at lit bulb.  
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb. 

to assemble: 
1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all protective coverings. 

Take care not to lose any small parts. 
2. Turn OFF power at the outlet box where the fixture will be installed. 
3. Determine desired hanging height, feed the wires though Pipes (F), Loop 

(K), Quick Link (L), Chain (M), Quick Link (L), Loop (K), and Canopy (E). 
4. Attach the Mounting Plate (B) to outlet box using the Mounting Screws (C), 

tighten with a screwdriver. Ensure the side of the Mounting Plate (B) marked 
‘‘GND’’ is facing out. 

6. While holding the fixture, connect the black wire from fixture to the hot wire 
(usually black or smooth) from the outlet box using a wire connector (A). 
Connect the white wire from fixture to the neutral wire (usually white or 
ribbed) from the outlet box using a wire connector (A). DO NOT REVERSE 
THE HOT AND NEUTRAL WIRE CONNECTIONS; OTHERWISE, SAFETY 
WILL BE COMPROMISED. 

8 If the outlet box has a ground wire (green or bare copper), connect the 
green ground wire from the fixture to it using a wire connector (A). If the 
outlet box does not have a ground wire, connect the green ground wire from 
the fixture to the green ground screw provided on the Mounting Plate (A).  

5. Tuck these wire connections neatly into the outlet box, raise the Canopy (E) 
over Mounting Plate (B) and align the holes on the Canopy (E) with the 
corresponding holes on the Mounting Plate (B), secure the Canopy (E) with 
Canopy Screws (D) until the fixture is secured to the ceiling. 

6. Place the Glass Shade (H) over Socket (G) and secure by screwing Socket 
Collar (I). 

7. Install the proper light bulb (not included) in accordance with the fixture’s 
specifications (DO NOT EXCEED THE SPECIFIED WATTAGE RATING). 

8. Installation is completed. Turn on the power at the circuit breaker or fuse 
box. Turn the light switch to activate the fixture. 

parts enclosed: 

BAUER DOME PENDANT CLEAR GLASS 6610031H321 

BAUER DOME PENDANT MILK GLASS 

care instructions: 
Wipe all surfaces with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use any harsh 

cleaners (including ammonia-based products) or abrasives on 

the fixture as they will damage the surface. 
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important safety instructions: 
CONSULT A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN TO ENSURE 
CORRECT BRANCH CIRCUIT CONDUCTOR. 
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician. 
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended wattage of one 

60-watt Type A, T, or G incandescent bulb for this fixture. 

 

warnings: 
1. All wires are connected. Do not remove the fixture from packaging by 

pulling on the wires as a bad connection may result. 
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, always turn off 

fixture and allow it to cool prior to replacing the lightbulb. 
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly at lit bulb.  
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb. 

to assemble: 
1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all protective 

coverings. Take care not to lose any small parts. 
2. Turn OFF power at the outlet box where the fixture will be installed. 
3. Determine desired hanging height, feed the wires though Pipes (F), Loop 

(K), Quick Link (L), Chain (M), Quick Link (L), Loop (K), and Canopy (E). 
4. Attach the Mounting Plate (B) to outlet box using the Mounting Screws 

(C), tighten with a screwdriver. Ensure the side of the Mounting Plate (B) 
marked ‘‘GND’’ is facing out. 

6. While holding the fixture, connect the black wire from fixture to the hot 
wire (usually black or smooth) from the outlet box using a wire connector 
(A). Connect the white wire from fixture to the neutral wire (usually white 
or ribbed) from the outlet box using a wire connector (A). DO NOT 
REVERSE THE HOT AND NEUTRAL WIRE CONNECTIONS; 
OTHERWISE, SAFETY WILL BE COMPROMISED. 

8 If the outlet box has a ground wire (green or bare copper), connect the 
green ground wire from the fixture to it using a wire connector (A). If the 
outlet box does not have a ground wire, connect the green ground wire 
from the fixture to the green ground screw provided on the Mounting 
Plate (A).  

5. Tuck these wire connections neatly into the outlet box, raise the Canopy 
(E) over Mounting Plate (B) and align the holes on the Canopy (E) with 
the corresponding holes on the Mounting Plate (B), secure the Canopy 
(E) with Canopy Screws (D) until the fixture is secured to the ceiling. 

6. Place the Glass Shade (H) over Socket (G) and secure by screwing 
Socket Collar (I). 

7. Install the proper light bulb (not included) in accordance with the fixture’s 
specifications (DO NOT EXCEED THE SPECIFIED WATTAGE 
RATING). 

8. Installation is completed. Turn on the power at the circuit breaker or fuse 
box. Turn the light switch to activate the fixture. 

parts enclosed: 

BAUER CLEAR FLARE PENDANT 6610031H428  

BAUER MILK FLARE PENDANT 6610031H429 

care instructions: 
Wipe all surfaces with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use any harsh 

cleaners (including ammonia-based products) or abrasives on 

the fixture as they will damage the surface. 
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6. Determine the desired hanging height, attach the Chain (J) to the 
fixture body by Quick Link (G), raise the assembled fixture toward 
the ceiling, attach the other end of Chain (J) to the Ceiling Loop (C) 
by Quick Link (G). Feed the fixture wires through the Chain (J), 
Lock Collar (I), Canopy (H), Ceiling Loop (C) and the Nipple (E).  

7. While holding the fixture, connect the black wire from fixture to the 
hot wire (usually black or smooth) from the outlet box using a wire 
connector (D). Connect the white wire from fixture to the neutral 
wire (usually white or ribbed) from the outlet box using a wire 
connector (D). DO NOT REVERSE THE HOT AND NEUTRAL 
WIRE CONNECTIONS; OTHERWISE, SAFETY WILL BE 
COMPROMISED. 

8 If the outlet box has a ground wire (green or bare copper), connect 
the green ground wire from the fixture to it using a wire connector 
(D). If the outlet box does not have a ground wire, connect the 
green ground wire from the fixture to the green ground screw 
provided on the Mounting Plate (A).  

9 Tuck these wire connections neatly into the outlet box, raise the 
Canopy (H) over the Ceiling Loop (C), secure the canopy in place 
with the Lock Collar (I).  

10 Installation is completed. Turn on the power at the circuit breaker or 
fuse box. Turn the light switch on to activate the fixture. 
 
 

care instructions: 

Wipe all surfaces with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use any harsh cleaners 

(including ammonia-based products) or abrasives on our lamp, as they 

will damage the finish.  

 

important safety instructions: 
CONSULT A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN TO ENSURE 
CORRECT BRANCH CIRCUIT CONDUCTOR. 
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician. 

 
 

warnings: 
1. All wires are connected. When unpacking, be carefully not to 

remove the fixture from packaging by pulling on the power cord 
as a bad connection may result. Do not connect electricity until 
the fixture is fully assembled. 

2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, turn 
off fixture and allow it to cool prior to replacing the glass. 

3. Do not touch glass when fixture is turned on or look directly at lit 
lamp. Keep flammable materials away from lit fixture. 

 
 
to assemble and install: 
1. Shut off power at the outlet box where the fixture will be installed.
2. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all plastic 

coverings. Take care not to lose any small parts. 
3. Insert fixture body into Glass Shade (K) until Glass Shade 

touches the Ring (M) on the top, thread the Ring (M) onto the 
threaded collar at the bottom of glass shade (K) to hold glass 
shade in place. 

4. Assemble the Ring (M), Glass Shade (L) and Ring (M) to the 
fixture body, secure Glass Shade (L) in place by threading the 
Rings (M) onto the threaded collars at top and bottom of glass 
shade (L). 

5. Attached the Mounting Plate (A) to the outlet box using the 
Mounting Screws (B). Ensure the side of the Mounting Plate 
(A)  marked ‘‘GND’’ is facing out. 
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6. While holding the fixture, connect the black wire from fixture to the 
hot wire (usually black or smooth) from the outlet box using a Wire 
Connector (D). Connect the white wire from fixture to the neutral 
wire (usually white or ribbed) from the outlet box using a wire 
connector (D). DO NOT REVERSE THE HOT AND NEUTRAL 
WIRE CONNECTIONS; OTHERWISE, SAFETY WILL BE 
COMPROMISED. 

7. If the outlet box has a ground wire (green or bare copper), connect 
the green ground wire from the fixture to it using a Wire Connector 
(D). If the outlet box does not have a ground wire, connect the 
green ground wire from the fixture to the green ground screw 
provided on the Mounting Plate (A).  

8. Tuck these wire connections neatly into the outlet box, raise the 
Canopy (H) over the Ceiling Loop (C), secure the canopy in place 
with the Lock Collar (I).  

9. Installation is completed. Turn on the power at the circuit breaker or 
fuse box. Turn the light switch on to activate the fixture. 
 
 

care instructions: 

Wipe all surfaces with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use any harsh cleaners 

(including ammonia-based products) or abrasives on our lamp, as they 

will damage the finish. 

important safety instructions: 
CONSULT A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN TO ENSURE 
CORRECT BRANCH CIRCUIT CONDUCTOR. 
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician. 

 
 

warnings: 
1. All wires are connected. When unpacking, be carefully not to 

remove the fixture from packaging by pulling on the power cord 
as a bad connection may result. Do not connect electricity until 
the fixture is fully assembled. 

2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, turn 
off fixture and allow it to cool prior to replacing the glass. 

3. Do not touch glass when fixture is turned on or look directly at lit 
lamp. Keep flammable materials away from lit fixture. 

 
 
to assemble and install: 
1. Shut off power at the outlet box where the fixture will be installed.
2. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all plastic 

coverings. Take care not to lose any small parts. 
3. Insert fixture body into Glass Shade (K) until Glass Shade 

touches Metal Cap Cover on the top, thread the Ring (L) onto the 
threaded collar at the bottom of Glass Shade (K) to fix it in place. 

4. Attached the Mounting Plate (A) to the outlet box using the 
Mounting Screws (B). Ensure the side of the Mounting Plate 
marked ‘‘GND’’ is facing out. 

5. Determine the desired hanging height, attach the Chain (J) to the 
fixture body by Quick Link (G), raise the assembled fixture 
toward the ceiling, and attach the other end of Chain (J) to the 
Ceiling Loop (C) by Quick Link (G). Feed the fixture wires 
through the Chain (J), Lock Collar (I), Canopy (H), Ceiling Loop 
(C) and the Nipple (E).  
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ITEM

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

(G)

(H)

(I)

(J)

DIACRAM DESCRIPTION QTY

1

Mounting Screw

Ceiling Loops

2

1

Wire Connectors 3

Nipple

Quick Link 2

Canopy 1

Hex Nut 2

Mounting Plate &
Green Ground Screw

Lock Collar 1

Chain 1

(K)

(L)

1

2

GLASS

RING

1

GND

parts enclosed: 



 
   

  
 
 

6. While holding the fixture, connect the black wire from fixture to the 
hot wire (usually black or smooth) from the outlet box using a Wire 
Connector (D). Connect the white wire from fixture to the neutral 
wire (usually white or ribbed) from the outlet box using a wire 
connector (D). DO NOT REVERSE THE HOT AND NEUTRAL 
WIRE CONNECTIONS; OTHERWISE, SAFETY WILL BE 
COMPROMISED. 

7. If the outlet box has a ground wire (green or bare copper), connect 
the green ground wire from the fixture to it using a Wire Connector 
(D). If the outlet box does not have a ground wire, connect the 
green ground wire from the fixture to the green ground screw 
provided on the Mounting Plate (A).  

8. Tuck these wire connections neatly into the outlet box, raise the 
Canopy (H) over the Ceiling Loop (C), secure the canopy in place 
with the Lock Collar (I).  

9. Installation is completed. Turn on the power at the circuit breaker or 
fuse box. Turn the light switch on to activate the fixture. 
 
 

care instructions: 

Wipe all surfaces with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use any harsh cleaners 

(including ammonia-based products) or abrasives on our lamp, as they 

will damage the finish. 

important safety instructions: 
CONSULT A QUALIFIED ELECTRICIAN TO ENSURE 
CORRECT BRANCH CIRCUIT CONDUCTOR. 
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician. 

 
 

warnings: 
1. All wires are connected. When unpacking, be carefully not to 

remove the fixture from packaging by pulling on the power cord 
as a bad connection may result. Do not connect electricity until 
the fixture is fully assembled. 

2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, turn 
off fixture and allow it to cool prior to replacing the glass. 

3. Do not touch glass when fixture is turned on or look directly at lit 
lamp. Keep flammable materials away from lit fixture. 

 
 
to assemble and install: 
1. Shut off power at the outlet box where the fixture will be installed.
2. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all plastic 

coverings. Take care not to lose any small parts. 
3. Insert fixture body into Glass Shade (K) until Glass Shade 

touches Metal Cap Cover on the top, thread the Ring (L) onto the 
threaded collar at the bottom of Glass Shade (K) to fix it in place. 

4. Attached the Mounting Plate (A) to the outlet box using the 
Mounting Screws (B). Ensure the side of the Mounting Plate 
marked ‘‘GND’’ is facing out. 

5. Determine the desired hanging height, attach the Chain (J) to the 
fixture body by Quick Link (G), raise the assembled fixture 
toward the ceiling, and attach the other end of Chain (J) to the 
Ceiling Loop (C) by Quick Link (G). Feed the fixture wires 
through the Chain (J), Lock Collar (I), Canopy (H), Ceiling Loop 
(C) and the Nipple (E).  
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parts enclosed: important safety instructions:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded
wattage for this fixture.

warnings:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. Toavoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

to assemble:

care instructions:
Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Use no harsh abrasives
or chemical agents.

BEADED FLOOR LAMP
662036L059

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box.
2. Install centre pole (C) on the marble stone base (D) first,
then install centre pole (B) on the top body (A), then adjust
the cable (G) at bottom of the base (D) and link centre pole
(B) and centre pole (C) together.
3. Adjust the length of the cable (G) again and lock the
cable with screwing the buckle (E).
4. Peel off the yellow paper on the flannelette (F) and then
stick it on the bottom marble stone base (D).
5. Install the bulbs on the sockets.
6. Plug into a proper electrical outlet and test the fixture.
7. Installation is complete.



parts enclosed: important safety instructions:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded
wattage for this fixture.

warnings:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. Toavoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

to assemble:

care instructions:
Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Use no harsh abrasives
or chemical agents.

BEADED TABLE LAMP
662036L058

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box.
2. Install the bulbs on the sockets.
3. Plug the lamp into wall outlet.



parts enclosed: important safety instructions:

warnings:

to assemble:

care instructions:

1. Connect bare ground wire from fixture to bare ground wire
from outlet box using wire connector (A).
2. Attach mounting plate (B) to J-Box using screws (C).
3. Attach sconce body (D) to mounting plate (B) and secure 
with screw (F) and washer (E) .
4. Insert bulb (G) into the socket (I).
5. Place glass shade (H) onto socket (I) and secure 
with thumbscrews (J). 
6. Assembly is complete.

BELLEGARDE SCONCE

Sconce body (1)
Glass shade (1)
A19 LED Bulb (1)
Washer (2)
Mounting screw (4)
Wiring nut (3)
Thumbscrews (3)

Wipe with a clean, dry cloth. Do not use acid or corrosive 
liquid to clean the lamp.

All wires are connected. When unpacking, be careful not to 
pull wires, as a bad connection may result.

1. Installation by a licensed elecrician is strongly
recommended. 
2. Turn off circuit breakers and power supply to the fixture.
Failure to disconnect power supply prior to installation may
result in serious injury.

A B C
F
E
D

G

I

J

H



parts enclosed: important safety instructions:

warnings:

to assemble:

care instructions:

1. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended 
wattage for this fixture.

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on 
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.

2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, 
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.

3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly 
at lit bulb.

4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

UL NO: E355648, UL RATING: DRY, MAX BULB WATTAGE: 60 W 
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 13 W
BULB: 1 X A-15 (NOT INCLUDED)

BICYCLE DESK LAMP 

Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Just wipe with soft,   

1. The lamp is fully assembled to plug and use.

 
lint free cloth.



- Attach cross bar (E) to the ceiling junction box using the 
cross bar screws (F).
- Unscrew the collar ring (J).
- Insert the collar loop (H) into the canopy (I).
- Screw the collar ring (J) back.
- Attach the chandelier chain (L) to the collar loop (H) 
with the quick link (K).

See back of the page for wiring connection details.

BONITA 3 LTS CHANDELIER 
#65636H0358

(D) wire nuts (3)
(E) cross bar set (1)
(F) cross bar screws (2)
(I) canopy (1)

replacement parts assembly:

- To replace the Long glass drop (N), insert wire clip 
into the hole on the iron frame. twist the wire to close 
the loop and secure it in place.

Clean with dry soft cloth/brush only.
Do not use water/alcohol or any detergent.

wattage: 3 x 40W
type of socket: E12

N





- Remove protective packaging above metal spheres 
only once chandelier is hanging.
- Attach cross bar (E) to the ceiling junction box using 
the cross bar screws (F).
- Unscrew the collar ring (J).
- Insert the collar loop (H) into the canopy (I).
- Screw the collar ring (J) back.
- Attach the chandelier chain (L) to the collar loop (H) 
with the quick link (K).

See back of the page for wiring connection details.

(D) wire nuts (3)
(E) cross bar set (1)
(F) cross bar screws (2)
(I) canopy (1)

replacement parts assembly:

- To replace the long glass drop(N) insert wire clip into 
the hole on the iron frame, twist the wire to close the 
loop and secure it in place.

Clean with dry soft cloth/brush only.
Do not use water/alcohol or any detergent.

wattage: 6 x 40W
type of socket: E12

BONITA 6 LTS CHANDELIER
#65636H0155

N
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BONITA 2LTS WALL SCONCE
#65636H0357

(B) Cross bar screws (2)
(H) wire nuts (3)

wattage: 2 x 40 W
type of socket: E12

- Disassemble metal box cover(C) and cross bar(A) from 
back of the sconce.
- Attach the cross bar(A) to the electrical box using the 
cross bar screws (B).
- Attach the metal box cover (C) to the cross bar (A) using 
the metal box cover screws (D).
- Attach the box of the sconce (E) to the metal box cover 
(C) using the screws (F).

See back of the page for wiring connection details

replacement parts assembly:

To replace the glass drops (L), (I) insert wire clip into the 
hole on the iron frame. Twist the wire to close loop and 
secure it in place.

Clean with dry soft cloth/brush only. 
Do not use water/alcohol or any detergent.

L

I





Super
Category

Product ID Description Stat Collection Route

LIGHTING 91636H358CN BONITA 12.5 CM CANOPY
     SILVER CLAY CANOPY W/ HARDWARE

A PT-BONITA PART

LIGHTING 91636H155CN BONITA 14.5 CM CANOPY
     SILVER CLAY CANOPY W/ HARDWARE

A PT-BONITA PART

LIGHTING 91636H358CH BONITA 3 MM 12 FT CHAIN
     3 MM X 3.7 MT SLVR CLY CHAIN

A PT-BONITA PART

LIGHTING 91636H358CH6 BONITA 3 MM 6 FT CHAIN
     3 MM X 1.8 MT SLVR CLY CHAIN

A PT-BONITA PART

LIGHTING 91636H155CH BONITA 5 MM 12 FT CHAIN
     5 MM X 3.7 MT SILVER CLAY CHAIN

A PT-BONITA PART

LIGHTING 91636H155CH6 BONITA 5 MM 6 FT CHAIN
     5 MM X 1.8 MT SLVR CLY CHAIN

A PT-BONITA PART

LIGHTING 91636BONCRL BONITA LARGE CRYSTAL
     150 MM GLASS CRYSTAL W/ SILVER

A PT-BONITA PART

LIGHTING 91636H110CH BONITA SILVER CHAND 12 FT CHN
     12FT IVORY SILV FINISH CHN 5MM

A PT-BONITA PART

LIGHTING 91636H110CH6 BONITA SILVER CHAND 6 FT CHAIN
     6 FT IVORY SILV FINISH CHN 5MM

A PT-BONITA PART

LIGHTING 91636H110CN BONITA SILVER CHAND CANOPY
     IVORY SILVER LG CANOPY W/ HRDW

A PT-BONITA PART

LIGHTING 91636BONCRS BONITA SMALL CRYSTAL
     80 MM GLASS CRYSTAL W/ SILVER

A PT-BONITA PART

Parts Inventory



Parts enclosed: Important safety instructions:

Warnings:

To assemble:

Care instructions:

1. Professional installation recommended.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended 

wattage for this fixture.

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on 
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.

2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, 
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.

3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly 
at lit bulb.

4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.
A

B

C
D
E

F

G

HI

A. Mounting Screw (2)
B. Wire connector (2)

UL NO: E340057, UL RATING: DRY, MAX BULB WATTAGE: 40 W 
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 4-5 W
BULB: 4 X A-19 (NOT INCLUDED)

LAILA CHANDELIER 

Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Just wipe with soft,   

10. Restore power to the junction box and test lamp fixture.

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all 

2. Turn OFF power to the junction box where the lamp will 

3. Measure desired drop of fixture from ceiling, and remove 
    links from chain (G), if desired.any unnecessary 

5. Pull wire from ceiling box and attach ground wire (usually 
    green or bare wire) on cross bar (D) with a screw. 
6. Attach hot wire from ceiling box (usually black) to hot wire
    on plastic wire connector (B) and wrap this fixture with a 

8. Slide canopy (E) up and hold flush against ceiling. Screw the 

 

9. Insert the bulb (I) into socket (H) as shown in picture. Repeat 

4. Attach cross bar (D) to ceiling outlet box using mounting 

    to the threaded tube (C) to hang the fixture. chain hook (F) 

protective coverings.

be installed.

screws (A).

connection with an electrical tape.
7. Attach neutral wire from ceiling box (usually white) to neutral
    wire on plastic wire connector (B) and wrapfixture with a 

this connection with an electrical tape.

for all 4 bulbs. 

lint free cloth.

ASTON TABLE LAMP

A. Harp (1)
B. Finial (1)

UL NO: E310644, UL RATING: DRY, MAX BULB WATTAGE: 60 W 
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 12 W
BULB: 1 X A-15 (NOT INCLUDED)

A. Harp (1)
B. Finial (1)

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all 
     protective coverings.
2. Torn OFF power to the circuit breaker where the lamp will
     be installed.
3. Attach harp (B) to the saddle (C).
4. Unscrew finial (A) place shade on harp (B) and tighten finial (A)
     to harp (B).
5. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test lamp fixture.

Turn

ASTON TABLE LAMP

parts enclosed: i

w

to

c

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all
    protective coverings.

2. Turn OFF power to the circuit breaker where the lamp will 
     be installed.
3. Attach harp (B) to the saddle (C).
4. Unscrew finial (A) place shade on harp (B) and tighten
    finial to harp (B).
5. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test lamp fixture.

A. Harp (1)
B. Finial (1)

ASTON TABLE LAMP

important safety instructions:

warnings:

to assembly:

care instructions:

parts enclosed:

finial (A) to harp (B).

to assemble:

ASTON TABLE LAMP

1. Professional installation recommended.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended
    wattage for this fixture.

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on 
    the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
    turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly 
    at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

care instructions:
Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Just wipe with 
soft, lint free cloth.

1.

care instructions:
Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Just wipe with
soft, lint free cloth.

1. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended
    wattage for this fixture.

WESTGATE TABLE BASE

(D)

WESTGATE FLOOR BASE

(D)

9

FLORA TABLE LAMP BASE ONLYFLORA FLOOR LAMP BASE ONLY

(D)

A. Finial (1)
B. Harp (1)

ANDI INLAY TABLE LAMP BASERHYS NICKEL WALL SCONCE

UL NO: E491659, UL RATING: DRY, MAX BULB WATTAGE: 40 W
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 12 W 
BULB: 1 X A-19 (NOT INCLUDED)

(c)(C)

2. Turn OFF power to the circuit breaker where the wall sconce                       
     be installed.
3. Remove back plate from base & fix it onto wall with screws.
4. After fixing back plate onto outlet, fix the wall sconce 
    through base & tighten the top nuts.
5. Attach harp (B) to the saddle (C).
6. Unscrew finial (A) place shade on harp (B) and tighten 
    finial (A) to harp (B).
7. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test wall sconce.(C)

HAIRPAIN WALL SCONCE

A. Socket Ring (1)
B. Socket (1)
A. Socket Cover (1)
B. Socket Cover Ring (1)

5. Unscrew socket cover ring (B) place shade on socket
cover (A) and tighten socket cover ring (B) to Socket cover (A)

6. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test wall sconce.

.

Socket Cove Ring

Socket Cover
Back Plate

Attach shade to socket cover (A) by removing socket cover 
ring (B) re fix socket cover ring (B) after shade attached.

HAYLEN WALL SCONCE BASE

1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded
wattage for this fixture.

UL NO:E491659 UL RATING:DMAP, MAX BULB WATTAGE: 40W
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 12 W
BULB: 1 X A-19 (NOT INCLUDED)

Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Wipe with soft, 
lint free cloth.

DAMP,

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all
protective coverings.
2. Turn OFF power to the circuit breaker where the wall sconce 
be installed.
3. Remove back plate from base & fix it onto wall screws.
4. After fixing back plate onto outlet, fix the wall sconce 
through base.
5. Attach shade to socket cover (A) by removing socket cover
ring (B) re fix socket cover ring (B) after shade attached. 
6. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test wall sconce.

with screws.

parts enclosed: important safety instructions:

warnings:

to assemble:

care instructions:

HAYLEN WALL SCONCE BASEHAYLEN WALL SCONCE BASE

DO NOT use polishes or Cleaners on your lamp. wipe with soft, 
lint free cloth.

Back Plate

5. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test wall sconce.

2 X B-10

2x40wUL NO:E491659 UL RATING:DAMP, MAX BULB WATTAGE:2X40W
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE:6W
BULB: 2 X B-10 (NOT INCLUDED)

SIMMS LONG-ARM DOUBLE SCONCEBREA BRASS WALL SCONCE

Back Plate

A. PLAQUES SAMP (11)

663507H650-BREA BRASS WALL SCONCE

1. Marble Plaques (11)
2. Fixture Body (1)

DRY,

5. Hang marble plaques (A) as shown in image (B).
6. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test wall sconce.

A. Marble Plaques (11)
B. Fixture Body (1)

A

B

4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb. Insert bulb B-10
Do Not exceed specified wattage.

DO NOT use polishes or Cleaners on your lamp. Wipe with soft, 
lint free cloth.

UL NO:E491659, UL RATING: DRY, MAX BULB WATTAGE: 4X40W
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 6W
BULB: 4XB-10 (NOT INCLUDED)

6. Insert bulb B-10 Do Not exceed specified wattage.
7. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test wall sconce.

663507H650 BREA BRASS WALL SCONCE

UL NO:E491659, UL RATING: DRY, MAX BULB WATTAGE: 2X40W
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 6W
BULB: 2XB-10 (NOT INCLUDED)

UL NO:E491659, UL RATING: DRY, MAX BULB WATTAGE: 2X40W
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 6W
BULB: 2 X B-10 (NOT INCLUDED)

6. Insert bulb B-10. Do Not exceed specified wattage.
7. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test wall sconce.



 

parts enclosed: 
 

QTY Part Letter 
1 Finial A 
1 Harp (top) B 
1 Harp C 
2 Harp caps D 
1 Socket E 
1 Saddle F 
1 Shade G 
   

 
 

 
 
 

Briar Espresso Floor Lamp 66230L168KT 
 
 
 
 

 
important safety instructions: 

It is important that it is read carefully and completely 
before assembling the fixture. To avoid risk of fire, do 
not exceed the recommended wattage. 
 

to assemble: 
1. Remove all packing contents and parts from the 
carton(s)carefully 
2. Please be sure you have all parts indicated before you 
begin assembly. 
3. Insert the harp (C) into the saddle (F) and lower the two 
harp caps (D) until they cover the two pronged saddle. 
4. Unscrew the finial (A) from the harp top (B). Place shade 
(G) over the assembled harp, making sure the top of the 
harp extends through the hole at the top of the shade. 
Attached the finial (A) and tighten to secure the shade. 
5. Insert correct bulb (not included) into the socket (E). 
 
       Do not exceed specified wattage. 
 
care instructions: 
1. Wipe clean with a soft, dry cloth or static duster. 
2. Always avoid the use of chemicals or abrasive 

cleaners as they may cause damage to finish on the 
lamp.  

 
 

Made in India 











parts enclosed: important safety instructions:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded
wattage for this fixture.

warnings:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. Toavoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.
5. Natural Selenite is a soft, brittle stone. Due to its fragile

quality, please handle this product with care. It is normal
for some debris to occur during the unboxing and
installation this chandelier. Please use a soft, dry cloth to
remove any debris.

to assemble:
1. Carefully remove all parts from the box.
2. Remove the mounting bracket (B) from the canopy (D) by
loosening the screws (A).
3. According the height you need to decide how many rods
(E)/(F) needed, and then put the cable through the rods till
through the canopy (D) when install the rods (E)/(F) on the
screw nipple (G).
4. INSURE THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY IS TURNED OFF.
5. Affix the mounting bracket (B) on the outlet box.
6. Hold the lamp body and wrap both safety cables with
nipples (C), push the cable into the outlet box , and then
attach the canopy (D) to the mounting bracket (B) and secure
with screws (A).
7. Install the bulbs (NOT INCLUDING) on the sockets).
8. Install the selenite plaques (I) in the bottom ring and then
install the selenite plaques (H) in the top ring with the hooks
(J) according to the illustration.
9. Installation is complete, turn on power at fuse or circuit
breaker.

care instructions:
Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Use no harsh abrasives
or chemical agents.

CAMERON 2-TIER CHANDELIER
662036H439



parts enclosed: important safety instructions:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded
wattage for this fixture.

warnings:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. Toavoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.
5. Natural Selenite is a soft, brittle stone. Due to its fragile

quality, please handle this product with care. It is normal
for some debris to occur during the unboxing and
installation this chandelier. Please use a soft, dry cloth to
remove any debris.

to assemble:
1. Carefully remove all parts from the box.
2. Remove the mounting bracket (B) from the canopy (D) by
loosening the screws (A).
3. According the height you need to decide how many rods
(E)/(F) needed, and then put the cable through the rods till
through the canopy (D) when install the rods (E)/(F) on the
screw nipple (G).
4. INSURE THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY IS TURNED OFF.
5. Affix the mounting bracket (B) on the outlet box.
6. Hold the lamp body and wrap both safety cables with
nipples (C), push the cable into the outlet box , and then
attach the canopy (D) to the mounting bracket (B) and secure
with screws (A).
7. Install the bulbs (NOT INCLUDING) on the sockets.
8. Install the selenite plaques (I) in the bottom and middle
rings and then install the selenite plaques (H) in the top ring
with the hooks (J) according to the illustration.
9.Installation is complete, turn on power at fuse or circuit
breaker.

care instructions:
Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Use no harsh abrasives
or chemical agents.

CAMERON 3-TIER CHANDELIER
662036H438



parts enclosed: important safety instructions:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded
wattage for this fixture.
3. Chandeliers weighing more than 50 lbs. cannot be
mounted alone to a standard outlet box and require
additional bracing above the ceiling where they are to be
installed. Professional installation is required.

warnings:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. Toavoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.
5. Natural Selenite is a soft, brittle stone. Due to its fragile

quality, please handle this product with care. It is normal
for some debris to occur during the unboxing and
installation this chandelier. Please use a soft, dry cloth to
remove any debris.

to assemble:
1. Carefully remove all parts from the box.
2. Remove the mounting bracket (B) from the canopy (D) by
loosening the screws (A).
3. According the height you need to decide how many rods
(E)/(F) needed, and then put the cable through the rods till
through the canopy (D) when install the rods (E)/(F) on the
screw nipple (G).
4. INSURE THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY IS TURNED OFF.
5. Affix the mounting bracket (B) on the outlet box.
6. Hold the lamp body and wrap both safety cables with
nipples (C), push the cable into the outlet box , and then
attach the canopy (D) to the mounting bracket (B) and secure
with screws (A).
7. Install the bulbs (NOT INCLUDING) on the sockets.
8. Install the selenite plaques (I) in the rings from bottom to
the 3rd and then install the selenite plaques (H) in the top
ring with the hooks (J) according to the illustration.
9. Installation is complete, turn on power at fuse or circuit
breaker.

care instructions:
Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Use no harsh abrasives
or chemical agents.

CAMERON 4-TIER CHANDELIER
662036H437



parts enclosed: important safety instructions:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded
wattage for this fixture.
3. Chandeliers weighing more than 50 lbs. cannot be
mounted alone to a standard outlet box and require
additional bracing above the ceiling where they are to be
installed. Professional installation is required.

warnings:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. Toavoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.
5. Natural Selenite is a soft, brittle stone. Due to its fragile

quality, please handle this product with care. It is normal
for some debris to occur during the unboxing and
installation this chandelier. Please use a soft, dry cloth to
remove any debris.

to assemble:
1. Carefully remove all parts from the box.
2. Remove the mounting bracket (C) from the rectangular
canopy (D) by loosening the screws (E).
3. According the height you need to decide how many rods
(F)/(G) needed, and then put the cable through the rods till
through the canopy (D) when install the rods (F)/(G) on the
screw nipples (H).
4. INSURE THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY IS TURNED OFF.
5. Affix the mounting bracket (C) on the outlet box with
screws (B).
6. Hold the lamp body and wrap both safety cables with
nipples (A), push the cable into the outlet box.
7. Attach the rectangular canopy (D) to the mounting bracket
(C) and secure with the side screws (E) again.
8. Install the bulbs (NOT INCLUDING) on the sockets.
9. Install the selenite plaques (K) in the bottom ring and then
install the selenite plaques (J) in the top ring with the hooks (I)
according to the illustration.
10.Installation is complete, turn on power at fuse or circuit
breaker.

care instructions:
Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Use no harsh abrasives
or chemical agents.

CAMERON 49" RECT CHANDELIER
662036H436



parts enclosed: important safety instructions:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded
wattage for this fixture.
3. Chandeliers weighing more than 50 lbs. cannot be
mounted alone to a standard outlet box and require
additional bracing above the ceiling where they are to be
installed. Professional installation is required.

warnings:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. Toavoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.
5. Natural Selenite is a soft, brittle stone. Due to its fragile

quality, please handle this product with care. It is normal
for some debris to occur during the unboxing and
installation this chandelier. Please use a soft, dry cloth to
remove any debris.

to assemble:
1. Carefully remove all parts from the box.
2. Remove the mounting bracket (C) from the rectangular
canopy (D) by loosening the screws (E).
3. According the height you need to decide how many rods
(F)/(G) needed, and then put the cable through the rods till
through the canopy (D) when install the rods (F)/(G) on the
screw nipples (H).
4. INSURE THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY IS TURNED OFF.
5. Affix the mounting bracket (C) on the outlet box with
screws (B).
6. Hold the lamp body and wrap both safety cables with
nipples (A), push the cable into the outlet box.
7. Attach the rectangular canopy (D) to the mounting bracket
(C) and secure with the side screws (E) again.
8. Install the bulbs (NOT INCLUDING) on the sockets.
9. Install the selenite plaques (K) in the bottom ring and then
install the selenite plaques (J) in the top ring with the hooks (I)
according to the illustration.
10.Installation is complete, turn on power at fuse or circuit
breaker.

care instructions:
Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Use no harsh abrasives
or chemical agents.

CAMERON 59" RECT CHANDELIER
662036H441



CAMERON WALL SCONCE
662036H440

parts enclosed: important safety instructions:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded
wattage for this fixture.

warnings:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. Toavoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.
5. Natural Selenite is a soft, brittle stone. Due to its fragile

quality, please handle this product with care. It is normal
for some debris to occur during the unboxing and
installation this chandelier. Please use a soft, dry cloth to
remove any debris.

to assemble:
1. Carefully remove all parts from the box.
2. Remove the mounting bracket (B) from the base by
loosening the screws (C).
3. Affix the mounting bracket (B) on the outlet box with the
screws (A).
4. INSURE THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY IS TURNED OFF.
5. Wrap both safety cables (E) with nipples (D) , push the
base on the bracket (B) and then affix it with screws (C).
6. Install the bulbs (NOT INCLUDING) on the sockets and
then put the selenite plaques (F) / (G) on the lamp body from
inside layer to outside layer.
7. Installation is complete, turn on power at fuse or circuit
breaker.

care instructions:
Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Use no harsh abrasives
or chemical agents.



parts enclosed: important safety instructions:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded
wattage for this fixture.

warnings:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. Toavoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

to assemble:

care instructions:
Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Use no harsh abrasives
or chemical agents.

CAPIZ SHELL CHANDELIER
662036H118

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box.
2. Remove the mounting bracket (B) from the canopy (D)
by loosening the lock collar (A).
3. Taking off the open ring (F) and use the dimensions of
the fixture as a guide, shorten the chain as needed using a
pair of chain pliers.
4. Use the open ring (F) to link the chain (E) and the open
ring (G), then put the cable (H) and naked earth cable (I)
through the chain (E) in every 3-4 rings until through the
ceiling loop (J).
5. INSURE THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY IS TURNED OFF.
6. Affix the mounting bracket (B) on the outlet box.
7. Wrap both safety cable with nipples (C), push the cable
into the outlet box.
8. Attach the canopy (D) to the mounting bracket (B) and
secure with lock collar (A).
9. Install the bulbs on the sockets.
10. Install the sea shell clusters (K)/ (L)/ (M) in the right
places according to the illustration.
11. Installation is complete, turn on power at fuse or circuit
breaker.



cautions:
BEFORE INSTALLING CHANDELIER, MAKE SURE
THE POWER TO THE CIRCUIT IS TURNED OFF AT
THE MAIN FUSE BOX / CIRCUIT BREAKER UTILITY
BOX.

important safety instructions:
1. This chandelier is meant for indoor use, DRY

LOCATIONS ONLY.
2. Do not use the electric cord to support the weight

of the chandelier.
3. These instructions are provided for your safety. It is

important that they are read carefully and
completely before beginning the installation of this
lighting fixture.

4. For your safety, it is strongly recommended that
two people install the lighting fixture.

5. THIS PRODUCT MUST BE INSTALLED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE APPLICABLE
INSTALLATION CODES BY A PERSON
FAMILIAR WITH THE CONSTRUCTION AND
OPERATION OF THE PRODUCT AND THE
HAZARDS INVOLVED.

6. Save these instructions.

warnings:
1. To reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock or

personal injury, always turn off the chandelier and
allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulbs.

2. Do not touch the bulbs when the chandelier is
turned on. Do not look directly at lit bulbs.

3. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulbs.
4. This chandelier contains lead, chemical known to

the State of California to cause cancer, birth
defects, and other reproductive harm. Wash hands
after assembling, handling, cleaning, or otherwise
touching his chandelier.

to assemble:
Remove all parts and hardware from box along with any
plastic protective packaging.Do not discard any contents
until after assembly is complete to avoid accidentally
discarding small parts or hardware.
1. SHUT OFF THE MAIN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY

FROM THE MAIN FUSE BOX/CIRCUIT BREAKER.
2. Gently pull existing Ground, Hot, and Neutral

Junction Box Wires down from the Ceiling Junction
Box and allow them to hang.

3. Carefully inspect the chandelier’s fixture wires. The
Neutral Fixture Wire is ribbed. The Hot Fixture Wire
is smooth, and the Ground Fixture Wire is in copper.

parts enclosed:
A Wire Connector 3
B Mounting Bracket 1
C Mounting Screw 2
D Ground Screw 1
E Canopy 1
F Hex Nut 2
G Nipple 1
H Lock Washer 1
I Screw Collar Loop 1
J Threaded Ring 1
K Chain 1
L Fixture Loop 1
M Quick Link 6
N Decorative Hanging Chain 3
O Chandelier Body 1
P Decorative Glass Disc 99

Carraway Chandelier



4 Attach the Ground Wire from the fixture to the Ground
Junction Box Wire; It usually has green insulation
around it or is bare wire. Fasten them together with a
Wire Connector (A) and wrap the connection with
electrical tape. Make sure that no wire strands are
exposed. If Ceiling Outlet Junction Box does not have a
Ground Junction Box Wire, insert the Ground Screw
(D) into the Mounting Bracket (B) where it’s marked
“Ground”, facing down and wrap the fixture’s ground
wire around the Ground Screw (D). Tighten the Ground
Screw (D) to clamp Ground Fixture Wire between the
head of Ground Screw (D) and Mounting Bracket (B).
IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THE CEILING OUTLET
JUNCTION BOX IN YOUR HOME BE PROPERLY
GROUNDED!

5 Connect the Neutral Fixture Wire to the Neutral Junction
Box Wire; it usually has white insulation around it.
Fasten them together with a plastic Wire Connector (A)
and wrap the connection with electrical tape. Make sure
that no wire strands are exposed.

6 Connect the Hot Fixture Wire to Hot Junction Box Wire;
it usually has black insulation around it. Fasten them
together with a plastic Wire Connector (A) and wrap the
connection with electrical tape. Make sure that no wire
strands are exposed. Do not reverse the hot and neutral
connections or safety will be compromised.

7 Gently tuck the wire connections neatly into the Ceiling
Outlet Junction Box.

8 Attach the Mounting Bracket (B) onto the Ceiling Outlet
Box using Mounting Screws (C). Tighten screws with a
Screwdriver until secure.

9 Attach one Hex Nut (F) to the top, and the other Hex
Nut (F) to the bottom of the Nipple (G). Put the Lock
Washer (H) in before attaching the Screw Collar Loop
(I) to the bottom end of the Nipple (G).

10 Secure the top of Nipple (G) to the Mounting Bracket
(B) with the Hex Nut (F), exposing approximately 2” of
its thread.

11 Slide the Canopy (E) and the Threaded Ring (J) up the
Chain (K).

12 Place the Canopy (E) over the Ceiling Outlet Junction
Box and secure it in place by screwing the Threaded
Ring (J) onto the Screw Collar Loop (I).

13 Connect Chandelier Body (O) to the top of Chandelier
Centre Pole by Decorative Hanging Chain (N). Close
the openings of Quick links (for Decorative Hanging
Chain) (M) on the Decorative Hanging Chain (N) by
screwing the nut clockwise.

14 Attach the Fixture Loop (L) to the top of the Chandelier
Centre Pole.

15 Connect Chain (K) to Fixture Loop (L) and hang up to
Screw Collar Loop (I) by using Quick Links. Close the
opening of Quick links by screwing the nut clockwise.

16 Attach Glass Disc (P) onto Chandelier Body (O).
17 Insert SIX(6) 60-Watt maximum Type B

Candelabra incandescent light bulbs (not
included) or SIX (6) 5-watt LED light bulbs into the
socket into the sockets. Do not exceed the
specified wattage.

18 Restore power to junction box and test the fixture.
19 Installation is now completed.

care instructions:
1. Wipe clean with a soft, dry cloth or static duster.
2. Always avoid the use of harsh chemicals or

abrasive cleaners as they may cause damage to
the chandelier’s finish.

Made in China

Carraway Chandelier



Super
Category

Product ID Description Stat Collection Route

LIGHTING 91594L403CH CARRAWAY CHAND 12 FT CHAIN
     12 FT HANGING CHAIN

A PT-CARRAWA PART

LIGHTING 91594L403CH6 CARRAWAY CHAND 6 FT CHAIN
     6 FT HANGING CHAIN

A PT-CARRAWA PART

LIGHTING 91594L403CN CARRAWAY CHANDELIER CANOPY
     CANOPY W/ HARDWARE

A PT-CARRAWA PART

LIGHTING 91594L403D CARRAWAY CHANDELIER DISC
     CLEAR SEEDED GLASS DISC

A PT-CARRAWA PART

Parts Inventory







Super
Category

Product ID Description Stat Collection Route

LIGHTING 912012H064CH CASCADE GREY CHAND 12 FT CHAIN
     12 FT RUST HANGING CHAIN

A PT-CASCADE PART

LIGHTING 912012H064C6 CASCADE GREY CHAND 6 FT CHAIN
     6 FT RUST HANGING CHAIN

A PT-CASCADE PART

LIGHTING 912012H064CN CASCADE GREY CHAND CANOPY
     RUST CANOPY WITH HARDWARE

A PT-CASCADE PART

LIGHTING 912012H127CH CASCADE IVORY CHAND 12FT CHAIN
     12 FT BLACK HANGING CHAIN

A PT-CASCADE PART

LIGHTING 912012H127C6 CASCADE IVORY CHAND 6 FT CHAIN
     6 FT BLACK HANGING CHAIN

A PT-CASCADE PART

LIGHTING 912012H127CN CASCADE IVORY CHAND CANOPY
     BLACK CANOPY WITH HARDWARE

A PT-CASCADE PART

Parts Inventory



parts enclosed: important safety instructions:

warnings:

to assemble:

care instructions:

1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded 
wattage for this fixture.

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on 
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, 
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly 
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

CAYDON BLACK TABLE LAMP BASE   

A. Finial (1)
B. Harp (1) 

( A )

( B )

( C )

1.Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all
protective coverings.

2.Turn OFF power to the circuit breaker where the lamp
win be installed

3.Attach harp (B) to the saddle (C).
4.Unscrew finial (A) place shade on harp (B) and tighten

finial (A) to harp (B).
5.Restore power to the circuit breaker and test lamp fixture.

UL NO: E510817, UL RATING: DRY, 
MAX BULB WATTAGE: 40 W 
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 12 W 
BULB: 1 X A-19 (NOT INCLUDED)

Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp.Wipe with 
soft, lint free cloth.



parts enclosed: important safety instructions:

warnings:

to assemble:

care instructions:

1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded 
wattage for this fixture.

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on 
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, 
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly 
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

CAYDON WHITE TABLE LAMP BASE   

A. Finial (1)
B. Harp (1) 

( A )

( B )

( C )

1.Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all
protective coverings.

2.Turn OFF power to the circuit breaker where the lamp
win be installed

3.Attach harp (B) to the saddle (C).
4.Unscrew finial (A) place shade on harp (B) and tighten

finial (A) to harp (B).
5.Restore power to the circuit breaker and test lamp fixture.

UL NO: E510817, UL RATING: DRY, 
MAX BULB WATTAGE: 40 W 
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 12 W 
BULB: 1 X A-19 (NOT INCLUDED)

Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp.Wipe with 
soft, lint free cloth.



 

 
 
  

Celine Chandelier 66594H282 
 
 
 
 
 

parts enclosed: 
 
A Wire Connector 3 
B Mounting Bracket 1 
C Mounting Screw 2 
D Ground Screw 1 
E Canopy 1 
F Hex Nut 2 
G Nipple 1 
H Lock Washer 1 
I Screw Collar Loop 1 
J Threaded Ring 1 
K Chain 1 
L Fixture Loop 1 
M Chandelier Body 1 
N Crystal Drops 18 
O Candle Sleeve 6 
P Quick link 1 

  
 
 

caution: 
BEFORE INSTALLING THIS FIXTURE, MAKE SURE THE 
POWER TO THE CIRCUIT IS TURNED OFF AT THE MAIN 
FUSE BOX / CIRCUIT BREAKER UTILITY BOX. 
 
important safety instructions: 
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician. 
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the 

recommended wattage for this fixture. 
3. This fixture is meant for indoor use, DRY 

LOCATIONS ONLY. 
4. Do not use the electric cord to support the weight of the 

fixture. 
5. These instructions are provided for your safety. It is 

important that they are read carefully and completely 
before beginning the installation of this lighting fixture. 

6. For your safety, it is strongly recommended that two 
people install the lighting fixture. 

7. Please save these instructions. 
 

warnings:  
1. Do not remove the fixture from the packaging by pulling 

on the power cord as a bad connection or damage may 
result.  

2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal 
injury, turn off the fixture and allow it to cool prior to 
replacing the light bulbs. 

3. Do not touch the bulbs when the fixture is turned on. 
Do not look directly at lit bulbs. 

4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulbs. 
 

to assemble: 
Remove all the parts and hardware from the box along with 
any plastic protective packaging. Do not discard any 
contents until after assembly is complete to avoid 
accidentally discarding small parts or hardware. 
1. SHUT OFF THE MAIN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY FROM 

THE MAIN FUSE BOX/CIRCUIT BREAKER. 
2. Attach the Mounting Bracket (B) onto the Ceiling Outlet 

Box using Mounting Screws (C). Tighten the screws 
with a screwdriver until secure. 

3. Attach one Hex Nut (F) to the top, and the other Hex 
Nut (F) to the bottom of the Nipple (G). Put the Lock 
Washer (H) in before attaching the Screw Collar Loop 
(I) to the bottom end of the Nipple (G). 

4. Thread the Nipple (G) to the Mounting Bracket (B) and 
secure it with the Hex Nut (F), exposing approximately 
2” of its thread.  

5. Pull out the fixtures wire power cord and the bare 
copper ground wire woven through the Chain (K). 

6. Slide the Canopy (E) and the Threaded Ring (J) up the 
Chain (K). 

7. Connect Chain (K) to the Screw Collar Loop (I) by using 
the Quick Link (P). Close the opening of the Quick Link 
(P) by screwing the nut clockwise. 



 

 
                                                         
Made in China 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Celine Chandelier 66594H282 
 
 
 
 
 

 care instructions: 
1. Wipe clean with a soft, dry cloth or static duster. 
2. Always avoid the use of harsh chemicals or abrasive 

cleaners as they may cause damage to the chandelier 
finish 

8. Gently pull existing ground, hot, and neutral junction 
box wires down from the ceiling junction box and allow 
these to hang. 

9. Carefully inspect the fixture wires on the chandelier. 
The neutral fixture wire is ribbed. The hot fixture wire is 
smooth, and the ground fixture wire is bare copper. 

10. Attach the ground wire from the fixture to the ground 
junction box wire. It usually has green insulation 
around it or is bare. Fasten these together with a Wire 
Connector (A) and wrap the connection with electrical 
tape. Make sure that no wire strands are exposed. If 
the ceiling outlet junction box does not have a ground 
junction box wire, insert the Ground Screw (D) into the 
Mounting Bracket (B) where it is marked “Ground” 
facing down, and wrap the ground wire from the fixture 
around the Ground Screw (D). Tighten the Ground 
Screw (D) to clamp the ground fixture wire between the 
head of Ground Screw (D) and Mounting Bracket (B). 
IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THE CEILING OUTLET 
JUNCTION BOX IN YOUR HOME BE PROPERLY 
GROUNDED! 

11. Connect the neutral fixture wire to the neutral junction 
box wire. It usually has white insulation around it. 
Fasten these together with a plastic Wire Connector 
(A) and wrap the connection with electrical tape. Make 
sure that no wire strands are exposed. 

12. Connect the hot fixture wire to the hot junction box wire. 
It usually has black insulation around it. Fasten these 
together with a plastic Wire Connector (A) and wrap 
the connection with electrical tape. Make sure that no 
wire strands are exposed. Do not reverse the hot and 
neutral connections or safety will be compromised. 

13. Gently tuck the wire connections neatly into the ceiling 
outlet junction box. 

14. Place the Canopy (E) over the ceiling outlet junction 
box and secure it in place by screwing the Threaded 
Ring (J) onto the Screw Collar Loop (I). 

15. Attach Crystal drops(N) onto Chandelier Body (M) 
16. Slide the Candle Sleeves(O) over the sockets. 
17. Insert Six (6) 25-Watt maximum Type B incandescent 

light bulb (not included), or Six (6) 6-watt maximum 
compact fluorescent light bulb (not included), or Six (6) 
4-watt maximum LED light bulb (not included) into the 
socket. DO NOT EXCEED SPECIFIED WATTAGE. 

18. Restore power to junction box and test the fixture. 
19. Installation is now completed. 
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CLARENCE FLOOR LAMP 

Assembly Instructions 
Important Safety Instructions:  
l For safety purposes, this lamp is equipped with a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the other). If 

the plug does not fit securely into your outlet, do not force it – contact a professional electrician. Use 
the plug with an extension cord only if it can be fully inserted into the cord’s socket. Never alter the 
plug in any way.  

l These instructions are provided for your safety. It is important that they are read carefully and 
completely before assembling fixture.  

l This fixture has been rated for up to (1) E26/max 9-watt LED standard bulb (included). To avoid the 
risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended wattage.  
 

 
Warning: 
l To reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, always turn off and unplug lamp and 

allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.   
l Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on.  Do not look directly at light bulb.   
l Keep flammable materials away from light bulb.   

 
 
Pre-assembly: 
l Remove all parts and hardware from box along with any plastic protective packaging.   
l Do not discard any contents until after assembly is complete to avoid accidentally discarding small 

parts or hardware.           
                

 
To Assemble:  (Please refer to page 2 for image) 
1. Assemble all part of KD. 
2. Insert one 9W LED Bulb (4) (included) into threaded Socket. 
3. Insert Harp (1) together. 
4. Place Shade on Harp(1) top and secure Finial (3) by tightening 
5. Assembly is completed.   
 
Care Instructions:  
l Clean with a soft, dry cloth or static duster.  
l Always avoid the use of harsh chemicals or abrasive cleaners.          
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Customer service 
Our team of customer service professionals is available to assist you with products that are already in your 
home.   Phone: 1.800.777.1745 x3050   E-mail: customerservice@arhaus.com  
 

Thank you for purchase! 
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- Attach cross bar (E) to the ceiling junction box using the 
cross bar screws (F).
- Unscrew the collar ring (J).
- Insert the collar loop (H) into the canopy (I).
- Screw the collar ring (J) back.
- Attach the chandelier chain (L) to the collar loop (H) 
with the quick link (K).

See back of the page for wiring connection details.

(D) wire nuts (3)
(E) cross bar set (1)
(F) cross bar screws (2)
(I) canopy (1)

replacement parts assembly:

- To replace the final glass sphere (O) screw the 
finial ball in the threaded part of the chandelier bottom.
- To replace the glass drops (N) insert wire clip into the 
hole on the iron bud, trough the glass part. Twist the 
wire around iron bud to secure glass part in place.

Clean with dry soft cloth/brush only.
Do not use water/alcohol or any detergent.

wattage: 12 x 40W
type of socket: E12

12LTS CHANDELIER
#65636H0257

O

N



12 LTS CHANDELIER
#65636H0257





CATEGORY SKU DESCRIPTION STATUS COLLECTION ROUTE
LIGHTING 91636H257CH6 12 LT SLVR 6 FT CHAIN

     5 MM X 1.8 MT SILVER CLAY CHAI
A PT-CLAUDET PART

LIGHTING 91636H257CR CLAUDET 12 LT CRYSTAL
     38 MM DROP CRYSTAL

A PT-CLAUDET PART

LIGHTING 91636H257F CLAUDET 12 LT FINIAL
     30 MM GLASS FINIAL

A PT-CLAUDET PART

LIGHTING 91636H257CH CLAUDET 12 LT RUST 12' CHAIN
     5 MM X 3.7 MT RUST CHAIN

A PT-CLAUDET PART

LIGHTING 91636H257CN CLAUDET 12 LT RUST CANOPY
     RUST FINISH CANOPY W/ HARDWARE

A PT-CLAUDET PART

LIGHTING 91636H121CH CLAUDET 12 LT SLVR 12' CHAIN
     5 MMX3.7 MT GREY SILV FINSH CH

A PT-CLAUDET PART

LIGHTING 91636H121CH6 CLAUDET 12 LT SLVR 6' CHAIN
     5 MMX1.8 MT GREY SILV FINSH CH

A PT-CLAUDET PART

LIGHTING 91636H121CN CLAUDET 12 LT SLVR CANOPY
     GREY SILV FNSH LG CNPY W/ HRDW

A PT-CLAUDET PART

LIGHTING 91636H121CR CLAUDET 12 LT SLVR CRYSTAL
     38 MM DROP CRYSTAL

A PT-CLAUDET PART

LIGHTING 91636H121F CLAUDET 12 LT SLVR FINIAL
     30 MM GLASS FINIAL

A PT-CLAUDET PART

LIGHTING 916587H059C6 CLAUDETTE CHAND 6 FT CHAIN
     6 FT IRON CHAIN

D PT-CLAUDET PART

LIGHTING 916587H059CC CLAUDETTE CHAND CANDLE COVER
     CANDLE SLEEVE

D PT-CLAUDET PART

LIGHTING 916587H059CR CLAUDETTE CHANDELIER CRYSTAL
     HAND CUT CRYSTALS

D PT-CLAUDET PART

LIGHTING 91636H302CR CLAUDETTE SCONCE CRYSTAL
     38 MM DROP CRYSTAL

D PT-CLAUDET PART

LIGHTING PARTS SKUS



- Attach cross bar (E) to the ceiling junction box using the 
cross bar screws (F).
- Unscrew the collar ring (J).
- Insert the collar loop (H) into the canopy (I).
- Screw the collar ring (J) back.
- Attach the chandelier chain (L) to the collar loop (H) 
with the quick link (K).

See back of the page for wiring connection details.

COLLIER 6 LTS
CHANDELIER - ASH WHITE
#66636H056

(D) wire nuts (3)
(E) cross bar set (1)
(F) cross bar screws (2)
(I) canopy (1)

replacement parts assembly:

- To replace top glass sphere (N)screw the hook on the 
hole of the sphere. 
- To replace drop glass (Q),(R) ,flower glass (P) ,sphere 
glass(O) and big glass (S) insert wire clip  into the hole 
on the iron frame. Bend the wire and secure it.
- To replace small chain(T)insert wire clip  into the hole 
on the iron frame. Bend the wire and secure it.

Clean with dry soft cloth/brush only.
Do not use water/alcohol or any detergent.

wattage: 6 x 40W
type of socket: E12
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BONITA 6 LTS CHANDELIER

- UNSCREW THE COLLAR RING (J)

- INSERT THE COLLAR LOOP (H) INTO THE CANOPY (I)

- SCREW THE COLLAR RING (J) BACK

SEE BACK OF THE PAGE FOR DETAILS

(N) Long glass drop (7)

N

- INSERT WIRE CLIP IN TO THE HOLE ON THE

IRON FRAME. TWIST THE WIRE TO CLOSE

THE LOOP AND SECURE IT IN PLACE.

wattage: 8x 40W
type of socket: E12

COLLIER WHITE 8LTS 
CHANDELIER-ASH WHITE
#66636H146

- To replace top glass sphere (N)screw the hook on the hole 
of the sphere. 
- To replace drop glass (Q),(R) ,flower glass (P) ,sphere 
glass(O) and big glass (S) insert wire clip  into the hole on 
the iron frame. Bend the wire and secure it.
- To replace small chain(T)insert wire clip  into the hole on 
the iron frame. Bend the wire and secure it.

Clean with dry soft cloth/brush only. 
Do not use water/alchool or any detergent

N

P

O

R

S

T

QT

replacement parts assembly:

(D) wire nuts (3)

(E) cross bar set (1)

(F) cross bar screws (2)

(I) canopy (1)

- Attach cross bar (E) to the ceiling junction box using 
the cross bar screws (F).
- Unscrew the collar ring (J).
- Insert the collar loop (H) into the canopy (I).
- Screw the collar ring (J) back.
- Attach the chandelier chain (L) to the collar loop (H) 
with the quick link (K).

See back of the page for wiring connection details.





-To ensure chandelier is unpacked properly and reduce 
risk of damage, carefully remove tape using a cutting 
device rather than pulling. Do not pull on power cord to 
remove chandelier from package as a bad connection 
may result.
- Attach cross bar (E) to the ceiling junction box using the 
cross bar screws (F).
- Unscrew the collar ring (J).
- Insert the collar loop (H) into the canopy (I).
- Screw the collar ring (J) back.
- Attach the chandelier chain (L) to the collar loop (H) 
with the quick link (K).

See back of the page for wiring connection details.

COLLIER 8LTS CHANDELIER
OIL RUBBED BRONZE
#66636H061

(D) wire nuts (3)
(E) cross bar set (1)
(F) cross bar screws (2)
(I) canopy (1)

replacement parts assembly:
- To replace top glass sphere (N)screw the hook on the 
hole of the sphere. 
- To replace drop glass (Q),(R) ,flower glass (P) ,sphere 
glass(O) and big glass (S) insert wire clip  into the hole 
on the iron frame. Bend the wire and secure it.
- To replace small chain(T)insert wire clip  into the hole 
on the iron frame. Bend the wire and secure it.

Clean with dry soft cloth/brush only.
Do not use water/alcohol or any detergent.

wattage: 8 x 40W
type of socket: E12
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Super
Category

Product ID Description Stat Collection Route

LIGHTING 91636COL6B COLLIER 4 MM 12 FT BRZ CHAIN
     12 FT BRONZE CHAIN

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COL6W COLLIER 4 MM 12 FT WHITE CHAIN
     12 FT ASH WHITE CHAIN

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COL6B6 COLLIER 4 MM 6 FT BRZ CHAIN
     6 FT BRONZE CHAIN

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COL6W6 COLLIER 4 MM 6 FT WHITE CHAIN
     6 FT ASH WHITE CHAIN

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COL8B COLLIER 5 MM 12 FT BRZ CHAIN
     12 FT BRONZE CHAIN

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COL8W COLLIER 5 MM 12 FT WHITE CHAIN
     12 FT ASH WHITE CHAIN

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COL8B6 COLLIER 5 MM 6 FT BRZ CHAIN
     6 FT BRONZE CHAIN

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COL8W6 COLLIER 5 MM 6 FT WHITE CHAIN
     6 FT ASH WHITE CHAIN

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COL6TC COLLIER 6 LIGHT TOP CRYSTAL
     50 MM CRYSTAL SPHERE

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COL6CNB COLLIER 6 LT BRONZE CANOPY
     CANOPY W/ HARDWARE

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COL6CNW COLLIER 6 LT WHITE CANOPY
     CANOPY W/ HARDWARE

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COL8TC COLLIER 8 LIGHT TOP CRYSTAL
     60 MM CRYSTAL SPHERE

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COL8CNB COLLIER 8 LT BRONZE CANOPY
     CANOPY W/ HARDWARE

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COL8CNW COLLIER 8 LT WHITE CANOPY
     CANOPY W/ HARDWARE

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COLBC COLLIER BOTTOM CRYSTAL
     40 MM CRYSTAL SPHERE

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COLCST COLLIER CRYSTAL STRAND
     39" CRYSTAL STRAND

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COLFC COLLIER FLOWER CRYSTAL
     20 MM FLOWER CRYSTAL

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COLCRL COLLIER LARGE CRYSTAL DROP
     76 MM DROP CRYSTAL

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COL8CL COLLIER LG CRYSTAL W/ OCT
     63 MM DROP W/ OCTOGON

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COL6CM COLLIER MD CRYSTAL W/ OCT
     50 MM DROP W/ OCTOGON

A PT-COLLIER PART

LIGHTING 91636COL8CS COLLIER SM CRYSTAL W/ OCT
     38 MM DROP W/ OCTOGON

A PT-COLLIER PART

PARTS INVENTORY



Parts enclosed: Important safety instructions:

Warnings:

To assemble:

Care instructions:

1. Professional installation recommended.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended 

wattage for this fixture.

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on 
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.

2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, 
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.

3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly 
at lit bulb.

4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.
A

B

C
D
E

F

G

HI

A. Mounting Screw (2)
B. Wire connector (2)

UL NO: E340057, UL RATING: DRY, MAX BULB WATTAGE: 40 W 
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 4-5 W
BULB: 4 X A-19 (NOT INCLUDED)

LAILA CHANDELIER 

Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Just wipe with soft,   

10. Restore power to the junction box and test lamp fixture.

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all 

2. Turn OFF power to the junction box where the lamp will 

3. Measure desired drop of fixture from ceiling, and remove 
    links from chain (G), if desired.any unnecessary 

5. Pull wire from ceiling box and attach ground wire (usually 
    green or bare wire) on cross bar (D) with a screw. 
6. Attach hot wire from ceiling box (usually black) to hot wire
    on plastic wire connector (B) and wrap this fixture with a 

8. Slide canopy (E) up and hold flush against ceiling. Screw the 

 

9. Insert the bulb (I) into socket (H) as shown in picture. Repeat 

4. Attach cross bar (D) to ceiling outlet box using mounting 

    to the threaded tube (C) to hang the fixture. chain hook (F) 

protective coverings.

be installed.

screws (A).

connection with an electrical tape.
7. Attach neutral wire from ceiling box (usually white) to neutral
    wire on plastic wire connector (B) and wrapfixture with a 

this connection with an electrical tape.

for all 4 bulbs. 

lint free cloth.

ASTON TABLE LAMP

A. Harp (1)
B. Finial (1)

UL NO: E310644, UL RATING: DRY, MAX BULB WATTAGE: 60 W 
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 12 W
BULB: 1 X A-15 (NOT INCLUDED)

A. Harp (1)
B. Finial (1)

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all 
     protective coverings.
2. Torn OFF power to the circuit breaker where the lamp will
     be installed.
3. Attach harp (B) to the saddle (C).
4. Unscrew finial (A) place shade on harp (B) and tighten finial (A)
     to harp (B).
5. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test lamp fixture.

Turn

ASTON TABLE LAMP

parts enclosed: i

w

to

c

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all
    protective coverings.

2. Turn OFF power to the circuit breaker where the lamp will 
     be installed.
3. Attach harp (B) to the saddle (C).
4. Unscrew finial (A) place shade on harp (B) and tighten
    finial to harp (B).
5. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test lamp fixture.

A. Harp (1)
B. Finial (1)

ASTON TABLE LAMP

important safety instructions:

warnings:

to assembly:

care instructions:

parts enclosed:

finial (A) to harp (B).

to assemble:

ASTON TABLE LAMP

1. Professional installation recommended.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended
    wattage for this fixture.

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on 
    the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
    turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly 
    at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

care instructions:
Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Just wipe with 
soft, lint free cloth.

1.

care instructions:
Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Just wipe with
soft, lint free cloth.

1. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended
    wattage for this fixture.

WESTGATE TABLE BASE

(D)

WESTGATE FLOOR BASE

(D)

9

FLORA TABLE LAMP BASE ONLYFLORA FLOOR LAMP BASE ONLY

(D)

CORTENNA TASK FLOOR LAMP

40
6



Parts enclosed: Important safety instructions:

Warnings:

To assemble:

Care instructions:

1. Professional installation recommended.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended 

wattage for this fixture.

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on 
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.

2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, 
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.

3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly 
at lit bulb.

4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.
A

B

C
D
E

F

G

HI

A. Mounting Screw (2)
B. Wire connector (2)

UL NO: E340057, UL RATING: DRY, MAX BULB WATTAGE: 40 W 
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 4-5 W
BULB: 4 X A-19 (NOT INCLUDED)

LAILA CHANDELIER 

Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Just wipe with soft,   

10. Restore power to the junction box and test lamp fixture.

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all 

2. Turn OFF power to the junction box where the lamp will 

3. Measure desired drop of fixture from ceiling, and remove 
    links from chain (G), if desired.any unnecessary 

5. Pull wire from ceiling box and attach ground wire (usually 
    green or bare wire) on cross bar (D) with a screw. 
6. Attach hot wire from ceiling box (usually black) to hot wire
    on plastic wire connector (B) and wrap this fixture with a 

8. Slide canopy (E) up and hold flush against ceiling. Screw the 

 

9. Insert the bulb (I) into socket (H) as shown in picture. Repeat 

4. Attach cross bar (D) to ceiling outlet box using mounting 

    to the threaded tube (C) to hang the fixture. chain hook (F) 

protective coverings.

be installed.

screws (A).

connection with an electrical tape.
7. Attach neutral wire from ceiling box (usually white) to neutral
    wire on plastic wire connector (B) and wrapfixture with a 

this connection with an electrical tape.

for all 4 bulbs. 

lint free cloth.

ASTON TABLE LAMP

A. Harp (1)
B. Finial (1)

UL NO: E310644, UL RATING: DRY, MAX BULB WATTAGE: 60 W 
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 12 W
BULB: 1 X A-15 (NOT INCLUDED)

A. Harp (1)
B. Finial (1)

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all 
     protective coverings.
2. Torn OFF power to the circuit breaker where the lamp will
     be installed.
3. Attach harp (B) to the saddle (C).
4. Unscrew finial (A) place shade on harp (B) and tighten finial (A)
     to harp (B).
5. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test lamp fixture.

Turn

ASTON TABLE LAMP

parts enclosed: i

w

to

c

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all
    protective coverings.

2. Turn OFF power to the circuit breaker where the lamp will 
     be installed.
3. Attach harp (B) to the saddle (C).
4. Unscrew finial (A) place shade on harp (B) and tighten
    finial to harp (B).
5. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test lamp fixture.

A. Harp (1)
B. Finial (1)

ASTON TABLE LAMP

important safety instructions:

warnings:

to assembly:

care instructions:

parts enclosed:

finial (A) to harp (B).

to assemble:

ASTON TABLE LAMP

1. Professional installation recommended.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended
    wattage for this fixture.

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on 
    the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
    turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly 
    at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

care instructions:
Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Just wipe with 
soft, lint free cloth.

1.

care instructions:
Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Just wipe with
soft, lint free cloth.

1. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended
    wattage for this fixture.

WESTGATE TABLE BASE

(D)

WESTGATE FLOOR BASE

(D)

9

FLORA TABLE LAMP BASE ONLYFLORA FLOOR LAMP BASE ONLY

(D)

CORTENNA TASK FLOOR LAMP

40
6

CORTENNA TASK TABLE LAMP
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important safety instructions: 
This portable lamp has a polarized plug (one blade is wider 
than the other) as a safety feature to reduce the risk of 
electric shock. This plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one 
way. If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse the 
plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. 
Never use with an extension cord unless plug can be fully 
inserted. Do not attempt to defeat this safety feature. 
 
warnings: 
1. To reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock or personal 

injury, always turn off and unplug the lamp and allow it 
to cool prior to replacing bulbs. 

2. Do not touch the bulbs when the lamp is turned on. Do 
not look directly at lit bulbs. 

3. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulbs. 
4. Remove clear shade cover prior to use. 
5. This portable lamp is meant for indoor use, dry locations 

only. 
6. This lamp has been rated for up to one 3-way 100-watt 

maximum TYPE A standard incandescent light bulb (not 
included). To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the 
recommended wattage. 

7. Save these instructions.  
 
to assemble: 
1. Unpack all parts from carton carefully.  
2. Insert the Harp (C) into the Saddle (D) and lower the 

harp caps until they cover the two-pronged Saddle (D). 
3. Unscrew the Finial (A) from the harp top. Place the 

Shade (B) over the assembled Harp (C), making sure 
the harp top extends through the hole at the top of the 
Lamp Shade.  

4. Attach the Finial (A) onto the harp top and tighten to 
secure the Lamp Shade (B). 

5. Insert one 3-way 100-watt maximum TYPE A standard 
incandescent light bulb (not included) into the socket. 
DO NOT EXCEED SPECIFIED WATTAGE. 

6. Remove Protective Plastic from Electrical Plug (E). 
7. Plug the lamp into proper electrical outlet and test this 

lamp. 
 

care instructions: 
1. Wipe clean with a soft, dry cloth or static duster. 
2. Always avoid the use of harsh chemicals or abrasive 

cleaners as they may cause damage to the lamp’s 
finish. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Made in China 

 

parts enclosed: 
A Finial 1 
B Lamp Shade 1 
C Harp 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Countess Blue Table Lamp 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

B

C

D

A
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important safety instructions: 
This portable lamp has a polarized plug (one blade is wider 
than the other) as a safety feature to reduce the risk of 
electric shock. This plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one 
way. If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse the 
plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. 
Never use with an extension cord unless plug can be fully 
inserted. Do not attempt to defeat this safety feature. 
 
warnings: 
1. To reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock or personal 

injury, always turn off and unplug the lamp and allow it 
to cool prior to replacing bulbs. 

2. Do not touch the bulbs when the lamp is turned on. Do 
not look directly at lit bulbs. 

3. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulbs. 
4. Remove clear shade cover prior to use. 
5. This portable lamp is meant for indoor use, dry 

locations only. 
6. This lamp has been rated for up to one (1) 100-Watt 

maximum Type A standard medium base incandescent 
light bulb (not included) or one (1) 23-watt compact 
fluorescent light bulb (not included) or one (1) 20-Watt 
LED light bulb (not included). To avoid the risk of fire, 
do not exceed the recommended wattage. 

7. Remove the silica gel pack from the socket before 
plugging the lamp in. 

8. Save these instructions.  
 
to assemble: 
1. Unpack all parts from carton carefully.  
2. Insert the Harp (C) into the Saddle (D) and lower the 

harp caps until they cover the two-pronged Saddle (D). 
3. Unscrew the Finial (A) from the harp top. Place the 

Lamp Shade (B) over the assembled Harp (C), making 
sure the harp top extends through the hole at the top 
of the Lamp Shade (B).  

4. Attach the Finial (A) onto the harp top and tighten to 
secure the Lamp Shade (B). 

5. Insert ONE (1) 100-watt maximum TYPE A standard 
medium base incandescent light bulb (not included), or 
ONE (1) 23-watt maximum compact fluorescent light 
bulb (not included), or ONE (1) 20-watt maximum LED 
light bulb (not included) into the socket. 

6. Remove protective plastic from the Electrical Plug (E). 
7. Plug the lamp into proper electrical outlet and test this 

lamp. 
 

care instructions: 
1. Wipe clean with a soft, dry cloth or static duster. 
2. Always avoid the use of harsh chemicals or abrasive 

cleaners as they may cause damage to the lamp 
finish. 

 
 

 
Made in China 

 

parts enclosed: 
 

A Finial 1 
B Lamp Shade 1 
C Harp 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Countess White Table Lamp 66594L354 



Super
Category

Product ID Description Stat Collection Route

LIGHTING 91594L492F COUNTESS TABLE LAMP FINIAL
     MATTE BLACK FINIAL

A PT-COUNTES PART

LIGHTING 91594L492H COUNTESS TABLE LAMP HARP
     NICKEL HARP

A PT-COUNTES PART

LIGHTING 91594L492SH COUNTESS TABLE LAMP SHADE
     BEIGE FAUX SILK SHADE

A PT-COUNTES

Parts Inventory



parts enclosed: important safety instructions:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded
wattage for this fixture.

warnings:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. Toavoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

to assemble:

care instructions:
Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Use no harsh abrasives
or chemical agents.

DANDELION LARGE CHANDELIER
662036H144

(104 clusters)

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box.
2. Remove the mounting bracket (B) from the canopy (D) by
loosening the lock collar (A).
3. Taking off the open ring (F) and use the dimensions of
the fixture as a guide, shorten the chain as needed using a
pair of chain pliers.
4. Use the open ring (F) to link the chain (E) and the loop
(G), then put the cable (H) and naked earth cable (I)
through the chain (E) in every 3-4 rings until through the
ceiling loop (J).
5. INSURE THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY IS TURNED OFF.
6. Affix the mounting bracket (B) on the outlet box.
7. Wrap both safety cable with nipples (C), push the cable
into the outlet box.
8. Attach the canopy (D) to the mounting bracket (B) and
secure with lock collar (A).
9. Install the ferric flower branch (K) on the lamp body.
10. Install the bulbs on the sockets.
11. Installation is complete, turn on power at fuse or circuit
breaker.



parts enclosed: important safety instructions:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded
wattage for this fixture.

warnings:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. Toavoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

to assemble:

care instructions:
Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Use no harsh abrasives
or chemical agents.

DANDELION SMALL CHANDELIER
662036H137

(55 clusters)

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box.
2. Remove the mounting bracket (B) from the canopy (D) by
loosening the lock collar (A).
3. Taking off the open ring (F) and use the dimensions of
the fixture as a guide, shorten the chain as needed using a
pair of chain pliers.
4. Use the open ring (F) to link the chain (E) and the loop
(G), then put the cable (H) and naked earth cable (I)
through the chain (E) in every 3-4 rings until through the
ceiling loop (J).
5. INSURE THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY IS TURNED OFF.
6. Affix the mounting bracket (B) on the outlet box.
7. Wrap both safety cable with nipples (C), push the cable
into the outlet box.
8. Attach the canopy (D) to the mounting bracket (B) and
secure with lock collar (A).
9. Install the ferric flower branch (K) on the lamp body.
10. Install the bulbs on the sockets.
11. Installation is complete, turn on power at fuse or circuit
breaker.



parts enclosed: important safety instructions:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded
wattage for this fixture.

warnings:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. Toavoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

to assemble:

care instructions:
Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Use no harsh abrasives
or chemical agents.

DANDELION BRASS 22” CHANDELIER
662036H345

(55 clusters)

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box.
2. Remove the mounting bracket (B) from the canopy (D) by
loosening the lock collar (A).
3. Taking off the open ring (F) and use the dimensions of
the fixture as a guide, shorten the chain as needed using a
pair of chain pliers.
4. Use the open ring (F) to link the chain (E) and the loop
(G), then put the cable (H) and naked earth cable (I)
through the chain (E) in every 3-4 rings until through the
ceiling loop (J).
5. INSURE THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY IS TURNED OFF.
6. Affix the mounting bracket (B) on the outlet box.
7. Wrap both safety cable with nipples (C), push the cable
into the outlet box.
8. Attach the canopy (D) to the mounting bracket (B) and
secure with lock collar (A).
9. Install the ferric flower branch (K) on the lamp body.
10. Install the bulbs on the sockets.
11. Installation is complete, turn on power at fuse or circuit
breaker.



parts enclosed: important safety instructions:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded
wattage for this fixture.

warnings:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. Toavoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

to assemble:

care instructions:
Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Use no harsh abrasives
or chemical agents.

DANDELION BRASS 32” CHANDELIER
662036H346

(104 clusters)

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box.
2. Remove the mounting bracket (B) from the canopy (D) by
loosening the lock collar (A).
3. Taking off the open ring (F) and use the dimensions of
the fixture as a guide, shorten the chain as needed using a
pair of chain pliers.
4. Use the open ring (F) to link the chain (E) and the loop
(G), then put the cable (H) and naked earth cable (I)
through the chain (E) in every 3-4 rings until through the
ceiling loop (J).
5. INSURE THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY IS TURNED OFF.
6. Affix the mounting bracket (B) on the outlet box.
7. Wrap both safety cable with nipples (C), push the cable
into the outlet box.
8. Attach the canopy (D) to the mounting bracket (B) and
secure with lock collar (A).
9. Install the ferric flower branch (K) on the lamp body.
10. Install the bulbs on the sockets.
11. Installation is complete, turn on power at fuse or circuit
breaker.



parts enclosed: important safety instructions:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded
wattage for this fixture.

warnings:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. Toavoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

to assemble:

care instructions:
Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Use no harsh abrasives
or chemical agents.

DANDELION BRASS FLUSHMOUNT
662036H347

(47 clusters)

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box.
2. Remove the mounting bracket (B) from canopy (D) by
loosening screws (A).
3. INSURE THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY IS TURNED OFF.
4. Affix the mounting bracket (B) on the outlet box.
5. Wrap both safety cable with nipples (C), push the cable
into the outlet box.
6. Attach the canopy (D) to the mounting bracket (B) and
secure with screws (A).
7. Install the ferric flower branch (E) on the lamp body.
8. Install the bulbs on the sockets.
9. Installation is complete, turn on power at fuse or circuit
breaker.



parts enclosed: important safety instructions:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded
wattage for this fixture.

warnings:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. Toavoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

to assemble:

care instructions:
Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Use no harsh abrasives
or chemical agents.

DANDELION FLUSHMOUNT
662036H273

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box.
2. Remove mounting bracket (B) from canopy (D) by
loosening screws (A).
3. Make sure the power is turned off.
4. Fix the mounting bracket (B) on the socket box.
5. Wrap the two safety cables with connector (C) and push
the cables into the outlet cable box.
6. Connect canopy (D) to mounting bracket (B) and secure
with screws (A).
7. Install the ferric flower branch (E) on the lamp body.
8. Put the bulb in the socket.
9. Installation is complete, turn on power at fuse or circuit
breaker.



 

 

Dawson Brass Table Lamp 66594L284 
 
 
 
 

parts enclosed: 
A Finial 1 
B Lamp Shade 1 
C Harp 1 

 

important safety instructions: 
1. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended 

wattage. 
2. This portable lamp has a polarized plug as a safety feature 

to reduce the risk of electric shock (one blade is wider than 
the other). This plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one 
way. If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse the 
plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. 
Never use with an extension cord unless plug can be fully 
inserted. Do not attempt to defeat this safety feature. 

warnings: 
1. Do not remove the lamp from packaging by pulling on the 

power cord as a bad connection or damage may result.  
2. To reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock or personal injury, 

turn off the lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing the 
light bulb. 

3. Do not touch the bulb when the lamp is turned on or look 
directly at lit bulb. 

4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb. 
5. Remove the clear shade cover prior to use. 
6. This portable lamp is meant for indoor use, dry locations 

only. 
7. This lamp has been rated for up to one (1) 100-Watt 

maximum Type A standard medium base incandescent 
light bulb (not included) or one (1) 23-watt compact 
fluorescent light bulb (not included) or one (1) 20-Watt LED 
light bulb (not included).  

8. Remove the silica gel pack from the socket before plugging 
the lamp in.  

9. Save these instructions. 
to assemble: 
1. Unpack all the parts from carton carefully.  
2. Insert the Harp (C) into the Saddle (D) and lower the harp 

caps until they cover the two-pronged Saddle (D). 
3. Unscrew the Finial (A) from the harp top. Place the Shade 

(B) over the assembled Harp (C), making sure the harp top 
extends through the hole at the top of the Lamp Shade (B).  

4. Attach the Finial (A) onto the harp top and tighten to secure 
the Lamp Shade (B). 

5. Insert ONE (1) 100-watt maximum TYPE A standard 
medium base incandescent light bulb (not included), or 
ONE (1) 23-watt maximum compact fluorescent light bulb 
(not included), or ONE (1) 20-watt maximum LED light bulb 
(not included) into the socket.  

6. Remove the protective plastic from the electrical plug. 
7. Plug the lamp into the proper electrical outlet and test this 

lamp. 
 
care instructions: 
1. Wipe clean with a soft, dry cloth or static duster. 
2. Always avoid the use of harsh chemicals or abrasive 

cleaners as they may cause damage to the lamp finish. 
                                                                              
                                                                
 
 
                                                                     
                                                                        Made in China 
 
 
 



 

 

Dawson Nickel Table Lamp 66594L283 
 
 
 
 

parts enclosed: 
A Finial 1 
B Lamp Shade 1 
C Harp 1 

 

important safety instructions: 
1. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended 

wattage. 
2. This portable lamp has a polarized plug as a safety feature 

to reduce the risk of electric shock (one blade is wider than 
the other). This plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one 
way. If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse the 
plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. 
Never use with an extension cord unless plug can be fully 
inserted. Do not attempt to defeat this safety feature. 

warnings: 
1. Do not remove the lamp from packaging by pulling on the 

power cord as a bad connection or damage may result.  
2. To reduce the risk of fire, electrical shock or personal injury, 

turn off the lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing the 
light bulb. 

3. Do not touch the bulb when the lamp is turned on or look 
directly at lit bulb. 

4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb. 
5. Remove the clear shade cover prior to use. 
6. This portable lamp is meant for indoor use, dry locations 

only. 
7. This lamp has been rated for up to one (1) 100-Watt 

maximum Type A standard medium base incandescent 
light bulb (not included) or one (1) 23-watt compact 
fluorescent light bulb (not included) or one (1) 20-Watt LED 
light bulb (not included).  

8. Remove the silica gel pack from the socket before plugging 
the lamp in.  

9. Save these instructions. 
to assemble: 
1. Unpack all the parts from carton carefully.  
2. Insert the Harp (C) into the Saddle (D) and lower the harp 

caps until they cover the two-pronged Saddle (D). 
3. Unscrew the Finial (A) from the harp top. Place the Shade 

(B) over the assembled Harp (C), making sure the harp top 
extends through the hole at the top of the Lamp Shade (B).  

4. Attach the Finial (A) onto the harp top and tighten to secure 
the Lamp Shade (B). 

5. Insert ONE (1) 100-watt maximum TYPE A standard 
medium base incandescent light bulb (not included), or 
ONE (1) 23-watt maximum compact fluorescent light bulb 
(not included), or ONE (1) 20-watt maximum LED light bulb 
(not included) into the socket.  

6. Remove the protective plastic from the electrical plug. 
7. Plug the lamp into the proper electrical outlet and test this 

lamp. 
 
care instructions: 
1. Wipe clean with a soft, dry cloth or static duster. 
2. Always avoid the use of harsh chemicals or abrasive 

cleaners as they may cause damage to the lamp finish. 
                                                                              
                                                                
 
 
                                                                     
                                                                        Made in China 
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important safety instructions: 
1. This portable luminaire has a polarized plug (one blade is wider 

than the other) as a feature to reduce the risk of electric shock. This 
plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit 
fully in the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, contact a 
qualified electrician. Never use with an extension cord unless plug 
can be fully inserted. Do not alter the plug.  

2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended wattage 
for this lamp. 

 

warnings: 
1. All wires are connected. When unpacking, be carefully not to 

remove the lamp from packaging by pulling on the power cord as a 
bad connection may result. Do not connect electricity until the lamp 
is fully assembled. 

2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, turn off 
fixture and allow it to cool prior to replace the bulb. 

3. Do not touch bulb when lamp is turned on or look directly at lit bulb. 
Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb. 

 

to assemble: 
1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all plastic 

coverings. 
2. Place the Metal Ring (E) and Glass Shades (F and G) through the 

Pipe (I) as shown in the diagram.  
3. Thread the Socket (H) onto the top of the Pipe (I). 
4. Insert Harp (D) into the saddle. 
5. Install the Light Bulb (not included) into the Socket (H). 
6. Remove the Finial (A) by unscrewing it in counterclockwise 

direction. 
7. Place the Fabric Shade (B) onto the Harp (D) and secure the Fabric 

Shade (B) by screwing the Finial (A) in clockwise direction. 
8. Assembly is complete. 
9. Plug fixture into proper electrical outlet and turn the fixture on and 

off using the switch to test the functionality of the lamp. 

 
care instructions: 
Wipe all surfaces with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use any harsh cleaners 

(including ammonia-based products) or abrasives on our lamp, as they 

will damage the finish.  

parts enclosed: 

DELUCA FLOOR LAMP 6610031L324 



 
   

  
 

 
  

 

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)
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1
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Light Bulb (not included)
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Glass Shade

Finial

Metal Ring
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ITEM DIAGRAM DESCRIPTION QTY

Pipe

Socket

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)
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(G)

(E)

(E)

(E)

(E)

(F)

Saddle (H)

(I)

important safety instructions: 
1. This portable luminaire has a polarized plug (one blade is wider 

than the other) as a feature to reduce the risk of electric shock. This 
plug will fit in a polarized outlet only one way. If the plug does not fit 
fully in the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, contact a 
qualified electrician. Never use with an extension cord unless plug 
can be fully inserted. Do not alter the plug.  

2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended wattage 
for this lamp. 

 

warnings: 
1. All wires are connected. When unpacking, be carefully not to 

remove the lamp from packaging by pulling on the power cord as a 
bad connection may result. Do not connect electricity until the lamp 
is fully assembled. 

2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, turn off 
fixture and allow it to cool prior to replace the bulb. 

3. Do not touch bulb when lamp is turned on or look directly at lit bulb. 
Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb. 

 

to assemble: 
1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all plastic 

coverings. 
2. Place the Metal Ring (E) and Glass Shades (F and G) through the 

Pipe (I) as shown in the diagram.  
3. Thread the Socket (H) onto the top of the Pipe (I). 
4. Insert Harp (D) into the saddle. 
5. Install the Light Bulb (not included) into the Socket (H). 
6. Remove the Finial (A) by unscrewing it in counterclockwise 

direction. 
7. Place the Fabric Shade (B) onto the Harp (D) and secure the Fabric 

Shade (B) by screwing the Finial (A) in clockwise direction. 
8. Assembly is complete. 
9. Plug fixture into proper electrical outlet and turn the fixture on and 

off using the switch to test the functionality of the lamp. 

 
care instructions: 
Wipe all surfaces with a soft, dry cloth. Do not use any harsh cleaners 

(including ammonia-based products) or abrasives on our lamp, as they 

will damage the finish.  

parts enclosed: 

DELUCA TABLE LAMP 6610031L323 



Parts enclosed: Important safety instructions:

Warnings:

To assemble:

Care instructions:

1. Professional installation recommended.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended 

wattage for this fixture.

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on 
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.

2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, 
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.

3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly 
at lit bulb.

4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.
A

B

C
D
E

F

G

HI

A. Mounting Screw (2)
B. Wire connector (2)

UL NO: E340057, UL RATING: DRY, MAX BULB WATTAGE: 40 W 
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 4-5 W
BULB: 4 X A-19 (NOT INCLUDED)

LAILA CHANDELIER 

Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Just wipe with soft,   

10. Restore power to the junction box and test lamp fixture.

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all 

2. Turn OFF power to the junction box where the lamp will 

3. Measure desired drop of fixture from ceiling, and remove 
    links from chain (G), if desired.any unnecessary 

5. Pull wire from ceiling box and attach ground wire (usually 
    green or bare wire) on cross bar (D) with a screw. 
6. Attach hot wire from ceiling box (usually black) to hot wire
    on plastic wire connector (B) and wrap this fixture with a 

8. Slide canopy (E) up and hold flush against ceiling. Screw the 

 

9. Insert the bulb (I) into socket (H) as shown in picture. Repeat 

4. Attach cross bar (D) to ceiling outlet box using mounting 

    to the threaded tube (C) to hang the fixture. chain hook (F) 

protective coverings.

be installed.

screws (A).

connection with an electrical tape.
7. Attach neutral wire from ceiling box (usually white) to neutral
    wire on plastic wire connector (B) and wrapfixture with a 

this connection with an electrical tape.

for all 4 bulbs. 

lint free cloth.

ASTON TABLE LAMP

A. Harp (1)
B. Finial (1)

UL NO: E310644, UL RATING: DRY, MAX BULB WATTAGE: 60 W 
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 12 W
BULB: 1 X A-15 (NOT INCLUDED)

A. Harp (1)
B. Finial (1)

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all 
     protective coverings.
2. Torn OFF power to the circuit breaker where the lamp will
     be installed.
3. Attach harp (B) to the saddle (C).
4. Unscrew finial (A) place shade on harp (B) and tighten finial (A)
     to harp (B).
5. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test lamp fixture.

Turn

ASTON TABLE LAMP

parts enclosed: i

w

to

c

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all
    protective coverings.

2. Turn OFF power to the circuit breaker where the lamp will 
     be installed.
3. Attach harp (B) to the saddle (C).
4. Unscrew finial (A) place shade on harp (B) and tighten
    finial to harp (B).
5. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test lamp fixture.

A. Harp (1)
B. Finial (1)

ASTON TABLE LAMP

important safety instructions:

warnings:

to assembly:

care instructions:

parts enclosed:

finial (A) to harp (B).

to assemble:

ASTON TABLE LAMP

1. Professional installation recommended.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended
    wattage for this fixture.

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on 
    the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
    turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly 
    at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

care instructions:
Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Just wipe with 
soft, lint free cloth.

1.

care instructions:
Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Just wipe with
soft, lint free cloth.

1. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended
    wattage for this fixture.

WESTGATE TABLE BASE

(D)

WESTGATE FLOOR BASE

(D)

9

FLORA TABLE LAMP BASE ONLYFLORA FLOOR LAMP BASE ONLY

(D)

BEZIER PEWTER TABLE LAMP BASEBEZIER GOLD TABLE LAMP BASE

(D)

MYLES MARTINI FLOORLAMP BASERHYS BRONZE TABLELAMP BASEDIVYA TABLE LAMP BASE

A. Finial (1)
B. Harp (1)



Parts enclosed: Important safety instructions:

Warnings:

To assemble:

Care instructions:

1. Professional installation recommended.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended 

wattage for this fixture.

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on 
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.

2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury, 
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.

3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly 
at lit bulb.

4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.
A

B

C
D
E

F

G

HI

A. Mounting Screw (2)
B. Wire connector (2)

UL NO: E340057, UL RATING: DRY, MAX BULB WATTAGE: 40 W 
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 4-5 W
BULB: 4 X A-19 (NOT INCLUDED)

LAILA CHANDELIER 

Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Just wipe with soft,   

10. Restore power to the junction box and test lamp fixture.

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all 

2. Turn OFF power to the junction box where the lamp will 

3. Measure desired drop of fixture from ceiling, and remove 
    links from chain (G), if desired.any unnecessary 

5. Pull wire from ceiling box and attach ground wire (usually 
    green or bare wire) on cross bar (D) with a screw. 
6. Attach hot wire from ceiling box (usually black) to hot wire
    on plastic wire connector (B) and wrap this fixture with a 

8. Slide canopy (E) up and hold flush against ceiling. Screw the 

 

9. Insert the bulb (I) into socket (H) as shown in picture. Repeat 

4. Attach cross bar (D) to ceiling outlet box using mounting 

    to the threaded tube (C) to hang the fixture. chain hook (F) 

protective coverings.

be installed.

screws (A).

connection with an electrical tape.
7. Attach neutral wire from ceiling box (usually white) to neutral
    wire on plastic wire connector (B) and wrapfixture with a 

this connection with an electrical tape.

for all 4 bulbs. 

lint free cloth.

ASTON TABLE LAMP

A. Harp (1)
B. Finial (1)

UL NO: E310644, UL RATING: DRY, MAX BULB WATTAGE: 60 W 
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 12 W
BULB: 1 X A-15 (NOT INCLUDED)

A. Harp (1)
B. Finial (1)

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all 
     protective coverings.
2. Torn OFF power to the circuit breaker where the lamp will
     be installed.
3. Attach harp (B) to the saddle (C).
4. Unscrew finial (A) place shade on harp (B) and tighten finial (A)
     to harp (B).
5. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test lamp fixture.

Turn

ASTON TABLE LAMP

parts enclosed: i

w

to

c

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all
    protective coverings.

2. Turn OFF power to the circuit breaker where the lamp will 
     be installed.
3. Attach harp (B) to the saddle (C).
4. Unscrew finial (A) place shade on harp (B) and tighten
    finial to harp (B).
5. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test lamp fixture.

A. Harp (1)
B. Finial (1)

ASTON TABLE LAMP

important safety instructions:

warnings:

to assembly:

care instructions:

parts enclosed:

finial (A) to harp (B).

to assemble:

ASTON TABLE LAMP

1. Professional installation recommended.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended
    wattage for this fixture.

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on 
    the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
    turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly 
    at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

care instructions:
Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Just wipe with 
soft, lint free cloth.

1.

care instructions:
Do not use polishes or cleaners on your lamp. Just wipe with
soft, lint free cloth.

1. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended
    wattage for this fixture.

WESTGATE TABLE BASE

(D)

WESTGATE FLOOR BASE

(D)

9

FLORA TABLE LAMP BASE ONLYFLORA FLOOR LAMP BASE ONLY

(D)

A. Finial (1)
B. Harp (1)

ANDI INLAY TABLE LAMP BASEDIVYA BLACK TABLE LAMP

(c)



TO ASSEMBLE:
1. Shut off the main electrical supply from the main fuse 
box/circuit breaker.

2. Carefully unpack all fixture parts and hardware. Lay items out 
on a clear workspace.

3. Attach the ground wire from the fixture to the ground junction 
box wire from the outlet box (Usually green or bare wire). Or wrap 
the fixture's ground wire around Green ground screw (E), and then 
fix the green ground screw into the Mounting plate (A). 

4. Connect the hot wire to the hot junction box wire (usually 
black or smooth) with a plastic wire connector (D) and wrap the 
connection with electrical tape. Connect the neutral wire to the 
neutral junction box wire (usually white or ribbed) with a Plastic 
wire connector (D) and wrap the connection with electrical tape.

5. Attach the Mounting plate (A) to the outlet box using the 
Mounting screws (F). Tighten with a screwdriver.

6. Attach the Back Plate (B) to the Mounting plate (A) using the 
Screws (G) and tighten with a screwdriver.

7. Insert the Arm (C) and turn clockwise until tight.

8. Insert the 40-watt bulbs (not included) into the sockets.

9. Restore power to the junction box and test lamp fixture.

10. Installation is complete. 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.     
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded 
wattage for this fixture. 

WARNINGS:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.  
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

CARE INSTRURCTIONS:
1. Wipe clean using a soft,dry cloth or static duster.
2. Always avoid the use of harsh chemicals and abrasives to clean 
light fixture as they may damage the finish.

DYER 2 LT WALL SCONCE 667198H231   

PARTS ENCLOSED: 
(A)Mounting Plate (1)
(B)Back Plate (1)
(C)Arm (2)
(D)Plastic Wire Connector (3)
(E)Green Ground Screw (1)
(F)Mounting Screw (2)
(G)Screw (2)

A

B

F

C

E

D

G



TO ASSEMBLE:
1. Shut off the main electrical supply from the main fuse 
box/circuit breaker.
2. Carefully unpack all fixture parts and hardware. Lay items out 
on a clear workspace.
3. Determine the desired hanging height of lighting fixture from 
ceiling. If necessary, disassemble the existing suspension rod by 
unscrewing the sections apart. Guide wiring carefully through the 
Extension rod(s) (E) and thread the Extensions rod(s) (E) together 
to light fixture body accordingly. Secure the Extensions rod(s) 
using the Allen Key (D) provided. 
4. Attach the ground wire from the fixture to the ground junction 
box wire from the outlet box (Usually green or bare wire). Or wrap 
the fixture's ground wire around Green ground screw (G), and then 
fix the green ground screw into the Mounting plate (A). 
5. Connect the hot wire to the hot junction box wire (usually 
black or smooth) with a plastic wire connector (F) and wrap the 
connection with electrical tape. Connect the neutral wire to the 
neutral junction box wire (usually white or ribbed) with a Plastic 
wire connector (F) and wrap the connection with electrical tape.
6. Attach the Mounting plate (A) to the outlet box using the 
Mounting screws (H). Tighten with a screwdriver.
7. Attach the Canopy (B) to the Mounting plate (A) using the 
Ring (C) and tighten it.
8. Rotate the Arm (I) to find a desired position and tighten the
arm by using the Allen key (D) provided.
9. Insert the 40-watt bulbs (not included) into the sockets.
10. Insert the Bar (J) and turn clockwise until tight.  
11. Restore power to the junction box and test lamp fixture.
12. Installation is complete. 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.     
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded 
wattage for this fixture. 

WARNINGS:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.  
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

CARE INSTRURCTIONS:
1. Wipe clean using a soft,dry cloth or static duster.
2. Always avoid the use of harsh chemicals and abrasives to clean 
light fixture as they may damage the finish.

 18" 12"  6"

2pcs

2pcs

2pcs

DYER 10LT CHANDELIER 667198H229   

PARTS ENCLOSED: 
(A)Mounting Plate (1)
(B)Canopy (1)
(C)Ring (1)
(D)Allen Key (1)
(E)Extension rod (6)
(F)Plastic Wire Connector (3)
(G)Green Ground Screw (1)
(H)Mounting Screw (2)
(I)Arm (5)
(J)Bar (10)

AH

C
D

B

I

F

E

D

J

G



TO ASSEMBLE:
1. Shut off the main electrical supply from the main fuse 
box/circuit breaker.
2. Carefully unpack all fixture parts and hardware. Lay items out 
on a clear workspace.
3. Determine the desired hanging height of lighting fixture from 
ceiling. If necessary, disassemble the existing suspension rod by 
unscrewing the sections apart. Guide wiring carefully through the 
Extension rod(s) (E) and thread the Extensions rod(s) (E) together 
to light fixture body accordingly. Secure the Extensions rod(s) (E)
using the Allen Key (D) provided and fasten with Nut (L). 
4. Mark the location of the mounting plate holes on the ceiling using a 
pencil. Using the marks as a guide, drill holes for the Anchor (I). Insert 
the Anchor (I) into the holes. Using a hammer to fully insert until flush 
with the ceiling. 
5. Attach the ground wire from the fixture to the ground junction 
box wire from the outlet box (Usually green or bare wire). Or wrap 
the fixture's ground wire around Green ground screw (G), and then 
fix the green ground screw into the Mounting plate (A). 
6. Connect the hot wire to the hot junction box wire (usually black or 
smooth) with a plastic wire connector (F) and wrap the connection with 
electrical tape. Connect the neutral wire to the neutral junction box wire 
(usually white or ribbed) with a Plastic wire connector (F) and wrap the 
connection with electrical tape.
7. Attach the Mounting plate (A) to the ceiling outlet box using the 
Mounting screws (H). Fasten the Anchor screws (K) to the Anchors (d).
Tighten with a screwdriver.
8. Attach the Back Plate (B) to the Mounting plate (A) using the 
Plate screw (C) and tighten it.
9. Insert the 40-watt bulbs (not included) into the sockets.
10. Insert the Arm (J) and turn clockwise until tight.  
11. Restore power to the junction box and test lamp fixture.
12. Installation is complete. 

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS:
1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.     
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded 
wattage for this fixture. 

WARNINGS:
1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.  
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

CARE INSTRURCTIONS:
1. Wipe clean using a soft,dry cloth or static duster.
2. Always avoid the use of harsh chemicals and abrasives to clean 
light fixture as they may damage the finish.

 18" 12"  6"

4pcs

4pcs

4pcs

DYER 12LT LINEAR CHANDELIER 667198H230   

PARTS ENCLOSED: 
(A)Mounting Plate (1)
(B)Back Plate (1)
(C)Plate Screw (4)
(D)Allen Key (1)
(E)Extension rod (12)
(F)Plastic Wire Connector (3)
(G)Green Ground Screw (1)
(H)Mounting Screw (2)
(I)Anchor (4)
(J)Arm (12)
(K)Anchor Screw (4)
(L)Nut (2)

A

H

I

D

B

F

J

E

G

E

K
L

C
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1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended
wattage for this fixture.
UL RATING: DRY, BULB WATTAGE 60W
BULB: 1x TYPE (NOT INCLUDED)
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1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixtures is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

warnings:

INST. 14/12/2021 - Rev.21/04/2022

to assemble:

6610146H565 / 6610146H562 - ELEONORA WALL SCONCE-2 LIGHT

[12.60] Inches

important safety instructions:

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all
protective coverings.

2. Shut OFF power to the circuit breaker where the wall
sconce be installed.

3. Remove the back plate (A) from the base by unscrewing 
the two finials (B) and the two washers (C).

4. Affix the back plate (A) onto the outlet box.

5. Wrap both safety cables with nipples (D). Push the cables 
into the outlet box.

6. After fixing the back plate (A) onto the outlet box, fix the 
base of the wall sconce with finials (B) and the washers (C).

7. Install the candle sleeves (E) over the sockets.

8. Install the bulbs (not included) on the sockets.

9. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test wall sconce.

10. Installation is complete.

care instructions:

Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Do not use any harsh 
abrasives or chemical agents

Candle sleeve 2E

D Nipples

Finials
C

B

1A
[1
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Qty.DescriptionPart

Back Plate
2

Washers 2

Carefully crafted by Italian artisans, this product is entirely 
made by hand. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, 
shape,and texture,making each truly unique.

parts enclosed:

3
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parts enclosed:

1A

Qty.Part

Back Plate

Nipples

2
Washers 2

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all
protective coverings.

2. Shut OFF power to the circuit breaker where the wall
sconce be installed.

3. Remove the back plate (A) from the base by unscrewing 
the two finials (B) and the two washers (C).

4. Affix the back plate (A) onto the outlet box.

5. Wrap both safety cables with nipples (D). Push the cables 
into the outlet box.

6. After fixing the back plate (A) onto the outlet box, fix the 
base of the wall sconce with finials (B) and the washers (C).

7. Install the candle sleeves (E) over the sockets.

8. Install the bulbs (not included) on the sockets.

9. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test wall sconce.

10. Installation is complete.

care instructions:

Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Do not use any harsh 
abrasives or chemical agents

Carefully crafted by Italian artisans, this product is entirely 
made by hand. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, 
shape,and texture,making each truly unique.

INST. 14/12/2021 - Rev.21/04/2022

Description

3
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E

6610146H566 / 6610146H563 - ELEONORA WALL SCONCE-3 LIGHT

Candle sleeve 3

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixtures is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

warnings:

[15.75] Inches

to assemble:

important safety instructions:

1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended
wattage for this fixture.
UL RATING: DRY, BULB WATTAGE 60W
BULB: 1x TYPE (NOT INCLUDED)
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K. 8 pieces

F
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Mounting Bracket
Nipples
Canopy

Open Ring
Loop

Part

Chain

Description Qty.

Lock collar

1

1

E

1
1

H Cable
I Naked Earth Cable
J3 Ceiling Loop

Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Do not use any harsh 
abrasives or chemical agents

care instructions:

K 8

6610146H561 - ELEONORA CHANDELIERE-8 LIGHT - CHARCOAL

INST. 14/12/2021 - Rev.21/04/2022

6610146H564 - ELEONORA CHANDELIERE-8 LIGHT - ANTIQUE SILVER

Candle sleeve

Carefully crafted by Italian artisans, this product is entirely 
made by hand. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, 
shape,and texture,making each truly unique.

to assemble:

warnings:

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixtures is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

important safety instructions:

Part Description Qty.

A 1
1

1
1
1

parts enclosed:

B

C

D

1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended
wattage for this fixture.
UL RATING: DRY, BULB WATTAGE 60W
BULB: 1x TYPE (NOT INCLUDED)

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box.

2. Remove the mounting bracket (B) from the canopy (D) by
loosening the lock collar (A).

3. Shorten the chain (E) as needed using a pair of chain pliers.

4. Use the open ring (F) to link the chain (E) and the loop (G),
put the cable (H) and naked earth cable (I) through the chain
(E) in every 3-4 rings until through the ceiling loop (J).

5. INSURE THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY IS TURNED OFF.

6. Affix the bracket (B) onto the outlet box.

7. Wrap both safety cables with nipples (C). Push the cables 
into the outlet box.

8. Attach the canopy (D) to the mounting bracket (B) and
secure with lock collar (A).

9. Install the candle sleeves (K) over the sockets.

10. Install the bulbs (not Included) on the sockets.

11. Installation is complete, turn on power at fuse or circuit
breaker.
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1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended
wattage for this fixture.
UL RATING: DRY, BULB WATTAGE 60W
BULB: 1x TYPE (NOT INCLUDED)
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1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixtures is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

warnings:

INST. 14/12/2021 - Rev.21/04/2022

to assemble:

6610146H565 / 6610146H562 - ELEONORA WALL SCONCE-2 LIGHT

[12.60] Inches

important safety instructions:

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all
protective coverings.

2. Shut OFF power to the circuit breaker where the wall
sconce be installed.

3. Remove the back plate (A) from the base by unscrewing 
the two finials (B) and the two washers (C).

4. Affix the back plate (A) onto the outlet box.

5. Wrap both safety cables with nipples (D). Push the cables 
into the outlet box.

6. After fixing the back plate (A) onto the outlet box, fix the 
base of the wall sconce with finials (B) and the washers (C).

7. Install the candle sleeves (E) over the sockets.

8. Install the bulbs (not included) on the sockets.

9. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test wall sconce.

10. Installation is complete.

care instructions:

Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Do not use any harsh 
abrasives or chemical agents

Candle sleeve 2E
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Carefully crafted by Italian artisans, this product is entirely 
made by hand. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, 
shape,and texture,making each truly unique.

parts enclosed:

3
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Back Plate

Nipples

2
Washers 2

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box and remove all
protective coverings.

2. Shut OFF power to the circuit breaker where the wall
sconce be installed.

3. Remove the back plate (A) from the base by unscrewing 
the two finials (B) and the two washers (C).

4. Affix the back plate (A) onto the outlet box.

5. Wrap both safety cables with nipples (D). Push the cables 
into the outlet box.

6. After fixing the back plate (A) onto the outlet box, fix the 
base of the wall sconce with finials (B) and the washers (C).

7. Install the candle sleeves (E) over the sockets.

8. Install the bulbs (not included) on the sockets.

9. Restore power to the circuit breaker and test wall sconce.

10. Installation is complete.

care instructions:

Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Do not use any harsh 
abrasives or chemical agents

Carefully crafted by Italian artisans, this product is entirely 
made by hand. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, 
shape,and texture,making each truly unique.

INST. 14/12/2021 - Rev.21/04/2022

Description
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6610146H566 / 6610146H563 - ELEONORA WALL SCONCE-3 LIGHT

Candle sleeve 3

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixtures is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

warnings:

[15.75] Inches

to assemble:

important safety instructions:

1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended
wattage for this fixture.
UL RATING: DRY, BULB WATTAGE 60W
BULB: 1x TYPE (NOT INCLUDED)
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K. 8 pieces

F

G

Mounting Bracket
Nipples
Canopy

Open Ring
Loop

Part

Chain

Description Qty.

Lock collar

1

1

E

1
1

H Cable
I Naked Earth Cable
J3 Ceiling Loop

Clean with a dry, soft cloth only. Do not use any harsh 
abrasives or chemical agents

care instructions:

K 8

6610146H561 - ELEONORA CHANDELIERE-8 LIGHT - CHARCOAL

INST. 14/12/2021 - Rev.21/04/2022

6610146H564 - ELEONORA CHANDELIERE-8 LIGHT - ANTIQUE SILVER

Candle sleeve

Carefully crafted by Italian artisans, this product is entirely 
made by hand. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, 
shape,and texture,making each truly unique.

to assemble:

warnings:

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord, as a bad connection may result.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.
3. Do not touch bulb when fixtures is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.
4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.

important safety instructions:

Part Description Qty.

A 1
1

1
1
1

parts enclosed:

B

C

D

1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommended
wattage for this fixture.
UL RATING: DRY, BULB WATTAGE 60W
BULB: 1x TYPE (NOT INCLUDED)

1. Carefully remove all parts from the box.

2. Remove the mounting bracket (B) from the canopy (D) by
loosening the lock collar (A).

3. Shorten the chain (E) as needed using a pair of chain pliers.

4. Use the open ring (F) to link the chain (E) and the loop (G),
put the cable (H) and naked earth cable (I) through the chain
(E) in every 3-4 rings until through the ceiling loop (J).

5. INSURE THE ELECTRICITY SUPPLY IS TURNED OFF.

6. Affix the bracket (B) onto the outlet box.

7. Wrap both safety cables with nipples (C). Push the cables 
into the outlet box.

8. Attach the canopy (D) to the mounting bracket (B) and
secure with lock collar (A).

9. Install the candle sleeves (K) over the sockets.

10. Install the bulbs (not Included) on the sockets.

11. Installation is complete, turn on power at fuse or circuit
breaker.



2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.

3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.

4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.
5. Be sure to shut off power at the main fuse before

installing the fixture.

1. Carefully remove all parts and hardware from the carton
2. Place the universal mounting bracket (B) over the outlet

box using given screw  (A) .
3. Gently pull the house wiring (white, black and copper

ground wire) out of the electrical out let box.

6. Fit the canopy onto the universal mounting bracket (B)
and secured with the supplied threaded nipple (D).

7. Insert bulb into the pendent socket and make sure they
do not exceed the maximum wattage specified on the
wattage label.

8. Restore power to the celing outlet.

important safety instructions:

warnings:

to assemble:

care instructions:

A - Screws (2) 
B - Universal Mounting Bracket (1)
C - Plastic Wire Nuts (2)
D - Threaded nipple (1)
E - Canopy  (1)  

parts enclosed:

660954H598 ELIANA SMALL PENDANT

IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT THE OUTLET BOX IN YOUR 
HOME BE PROPERLY GROUNDED

DO NOT use polishes or Cleaners on your lamp. Wipe with soft,
 lint free cloth.

    E

F G

Universal Mounting

White wire - Nutural 
Black wire - Hot

Copper wire - Ground

Electrical Outlet
GNDA

D
C

UL NO:E178419 UL RATING:DRY, MAX BULB WATTAGE:1X40W
CONVERSION TO MAX LED WATTAGE: 4 - 6 W
BULB: 1 X B-11 (NOT INCLUDED)

4. Using the plastic wire nuts, (C) attached the ribbed wire (F)
to the white "neutral" house wire and the non-ribbedwire 
(G) to the black "hot" house wire. Connect the braided
copper ground wire to the green ground screw marked
"GND" on the mounting strip.

5. Gently tuck the wire connectors nearly in to the wall
outlet box.

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord , as a bad connection may result.

wattage for this fixture.

1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded



Important safety instructions:

Care instructions:

Parts enclosed:

Warnings:

UL File #: E178419
Max watt - 1x40 , E 26 Type A -1 Bulb

66954H104 ELIANA LANTERN PENDANT
ARHAUS

your home

1. We recommend installation by a licensed electrician.
2. To avoid the risk of fire, do not exceed the recommeded

wattage for this fixture.

1. Do not remove the lamp from its packaging by pulling on
the power cord , as a bad connection may result.

2. To avoid the risk of fire, electrical shock, or personal injury,
turn off lamp and allow it to cool prior to replacing light bulb.

3. Do not touch bulb when fixture is turned on or look directly
at lit bulb.

4. Keep flammable materials away from lit bulb.
5. Be sure to shut off power at the main fuse before

installing the fixture.

To Assemble:

1. Carefully remove all parts and hardware from the carton
2. Place the universal mounting bracket (B) over the outlet

box using given screw  (A) .
3. Gently pull the house wiring (white, black and copper

ground wire) out of the electrical out let box.
4. Using the plastic wire nuts, (C) attached the ribbed wire (F)

to the white "Neutral" house wire and the non-ribbed wire 
(G) to the black "hot" house wire. Connect the braided 
copper ground wire to the green ground screw marked
"GND" on the mounting strip. It is imperative that the 
outlet box in your home be properly grounded.

5. Gently tuck the wire connectors nearly in to the wall
outlet box.

6. Fit the canopy onto the universal mounting bracket (B)
and secured with the supplied threaded nipple (D).

7. Insert bulb into the pendent socket and make sure they
do not exceed the maximum wattage specified on the
wattage label.

8. Restore power to the celing outlet.

Wipe with a soft dry cloth. To protect finish, avoid the
use of chemicals and household cleaners.

A - Screws (2) 
B - Universal Mounting Bracket (1)
C - Plastic Wire Nuts (2)
D - Threaded nipple (1)
E - Canopy  (1)  

    E

F G

Universal Mounting

White wire - Neutral 
Black wire - Hot

Copper wire - Ground

Electrical Outlet
GND


	ABILENE LARGE PENDANT
	ADELA BRASS 8-LT CHANDELIER 6610031H656
	ADRANO 02 TABLE AI
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	ADRANO 03 PARTS
	AMOROSO 02 5LT CLUSTER CHANDELIER AI
	AMOROSO 02 6LT LINEAR CHANDELIER AI
	AMOROSO 02 CAROUSEL CHANDELIER AI
	AMOROSO 02 PENDANT AI
	AMOROSO FLOOR LAMP 6610031L262
	AMOROSO TABLE LAMP 6610031L261
	AMOROSO WALL SCONCE 6610031H263
	ANABELLA 02 CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ANABELLA 02 FLOOR LAMP AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ANABELLA 02 LARGE CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ANABELLA 02 PENDANT AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ANABELLA 02 RECT CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ANABELLA 02 TABLE LAMP AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ANABELLA 03 PARTS
	ANCEL TABLE LAMP KIT 663289L667KT
	ANDALUCIA 02 3-TIER CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ANDALUCIA 02 6LT ROUND CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ANDALUCIA 02 RECTANGLE CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ANDALUCIA 03 PARTS
	ANDALUCIA 35 INCH CHANDELIER 662036H566
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ANDALUCIA SILVER 16 INCH FLUSHMOUNT 662036H567
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ANDALUCIA SILVER 56 INCH RECT CHAND 662036H568
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ANDALUCIA SILVER WALL SCONCE 662036H569
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ANDI INLAY TABLE LAMP 663507L245KT
	Page 1

	ANDRA TABLE LAMP BASE 662889L668B
	ANDREAS 02 5LT LINEAR CHANDELIER AI
	ANDREAS 02 7LT LINEAR CHANDELIER AI
	ANDREAS 02 10LT CHANDELIER AI
	ANDREAS 02 12LT CHANDELIER AI
	ANDREAS 02 PENDANT AI
	ANDREAS 02 WALL SCONCE AI
	ANDREAS 03 PARTS
	ANDREAS BRASS 5LT LINEAR CHANDELIER 6610031H332
	ANDREAS BRASS 7 LT LINEAR CHANDELIER 6610031H333
	ANDREAS BRASS 10 LT CHANDELIER 6610031H330
	ANDREAS BRASS 12 LT CHANDELIER 6610031H331
	ANDREAS BRASS DOUBLE SCONCE 6610031H337
	ANDREAS BRASS FLUSHMOUNT 6610031H339
	ANDREAS BRASS PENDANT 66610031H334
	ANDREAS BRASS WALL SCONCE 6610031H335
	ANDREAS BRONZE & BRASS 8LT LINEAR CHAND 6610031H608-6610031H609
	ANDREAS BRONZE 5LT LINEAR CHANDELIER 6610031H119
	ANDREAS BRONZE 7 LT LINEAR CHANDELIER 6610031H120
	ANDREAS BRONZE 10 LT CHANDELIER 6610031H117
	ANDREAS BRONZE 12 LT CHANDELIER 6610031H118
	ANDREAS BRONZE DOUBLE SCONCE 6610031H336
	ANDREAS BRONZE FLUSHMOUNT 6610031H338
	ANDREAS BRONZE PENDANT 6610031H121
	ANDREAS BRONZE WALL SCONCE 6610031H122
	ANDREAS BRS 5LT LINEAR CHANDELIER 6610031H332
	ANDREAS BRS 7 LT LINEAR CHANDELIER 6610031H333
	ANDREAS BRZ 5LT LINEAR CHANDELIER 6610031H119
	ANDREAS BRZ 7 LT LINEAR CHANDELIER 6610031H120
	ANKARA BRONZE 10IN PENDANT 66594H612
	ANTOINETTE 03 PARTS
	APOLLO 02 CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	APOLLO 03 PARTS
	APOLLO BRASS 12-LT CHAND 662036H415
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	APOLLO BRASS 15-LT CHANDELIER 662036H352
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	APOLLO BRASS 18-LT CHANDELIER 662036H353
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	APOLLO BRASS FLUSHMOUNT 662036H578
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	APOLLO BRONZE 12-LT CHAND 662036H414
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	APOLLO BRONZE 18-LT CHANDELIER 662036H351
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	APOLLO BRONZE FLUSHMOUNT 662036H577
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	APOLLO CHANDELIER 662036H1283
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ARC 02 FLOOR LAMP DRUM SHADE KIT AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ARC 02 FLOOR LAMP GLASS SHADE KIT AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ARC 03 PARTS
	ARC BRASS DRUM SHADE KIT 662036L16KT2
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ARC BRASS GLASS SHADE KIT 662036L15KT2
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ARC BRONZE DRUM SHADE KIT 662036L14KT2
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ARC BRONZE GLASS SHADE KIT 662036L13KT2
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	ARCADIA 02 FLOOR LAMP AI
	ARCADIA 02 TABLE LAMP AI
	ARCADIA BLACK FLOOR LAMP 6610059L159KT
	ARCADIA BRONZE FLOOR LAMP 6610059L160KT
	ARCHARD_BRASS_TABLE_LAMP 663507H307
	Page 1

	ARCHARD_BRONZE_TABLE_LAMP 663507H306
	Page 1

	ARIANA BR FLOOR LAMP BASE 662889L673B
	ARIANA BR TABLE LAMP BASE 662889L671B
	ARIANA NK FLOOR LAMP BASE 662889L674B
	ARIANA NK TABLE LAMP BASE 662889L672B
	ARNO BLACK 2-LT SCONCE 663507H447
	Page 1

	ARNO BLACK 3-LT CHANDELIER 663507H449
	ARNO BLACK 4-LT CHANDELIER 663507H451
	ARNO BLACK WALL SCONCE 663507H445
	Page 1

	ARNO WHITE 2-LT SCONCE 663507H446
	Page 1

	ARNO WHITE 3-LT CHANDELIER 663507H448
	ARNO WHITE 4-LT CHANDELIER 663507H450
	ARNO WHITE WALL SCONCE 663507H444
	Page 1

	ARROW BRASS FLUSHMOUNT 6610031H420
	ARROW BRASS SCONCE 6610031H416
	ARROW BRONZE SCONCE 6610031H417
	ARROW CHANDELIER 6610031H317-H318
	ARROW PENDANT 6610031H319-H320
	ASUL 02 TABLE LAMP AI
	ATTICUS 2 LT VANITY 7910121H078
	ATTICUS VANITY 3 LT SCONCE 7910121H079
	AUBREY 02 5 LTS CHANDELIER AI
	AUBREY 02 8 LTS CHANDELIER AI
	AUBREY 02 FLOOR LAMP AI
	AUBREY 02 LG RECT CHANDELIER AI
	AUBREY 03 PARTS
	AUBREY BRASS 4-TIER CHAND 66636H583
	AUBREY BRASS 5-LT CHAND 66636H580
	AUBREY BRASS 7-LT OVAL CHAND 66636H587
	AUBREY BRASS 8-LT CHAND 66636H584
	AUBREY BRASS 14IN PENDANT 66636H579
	AUBREY BRASS 20IN FLUSHMOUNT 66636H585
	AUBREY BRASS 47IN RECT CHAND 66636H582
	AUBREY BRASS 60IN RECT CHAND 66636H586
	AUBREY BRASS WALL SCONCE 66636H581
	AUBREY BRONZE 7-LT OVAL CHAND 66636H422
	AUBREY BRONZE 60 RECT.CHAD 66636H401
	AUBREY BRONZE FLUSHMOUNT 66636H404
	AUBREY RUST 60 RECT.CHAD 66636H400
	AUBREY RUST FLUSHMOUNT 66636H405
	AUBREY SILVER 7-LT OVAL CHAND 66636H423
	AUBREY SILVER 60 RECT.CHAD 66636H402
	AUBREY SILVER FLUSHMOUNT 66636H403
	AVENTURE SCONCE LARGE 6610204H651 & 6610204H652
	AVENTURE SCONCE SMALL 6610204H649 & 6610204H650
	AVERY 02 BUFFET LAMP BASE AI
	AVERY 02 COLUMN FLOOR LAMP BASE AI
	AVERY 02 COLUMN TABLE LAMP BASE AI
	AVERY 02 FLOOR LAMP BASE AI
	AVERY 02 TABLE LAMP BASE AI
	AXLE 02 TASK FLOOR LAMP AI
	AXLE 02 TASK TABLE LAMP AI
	BAUER CLEAR FLARE PENDANT 6610031H428
	BAUER CLOCHE PENDANT CLEAR GLASS 6610031H322
	BAUER CLOCHE PENDANT MILK GLASS 6610031H427
	BAUER DOME PENDANT CLEAR GLASS 6610031H321
	BAUER DOME PENDANT MILK GLASS
	BAUER MILK FLARE PENDANT 6610031H429
	BEACON 2‐TIER PENDANT 6610031H312
	BEACON MEDIUM PENDANT 6610031H310
	BEACON SMALL PENDANT 6610031H311
	BEADED 02 FLOOR LAMP AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	BEADED 02 TABLE LAMP AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	BELLEGARDE SCONCE 6610204H653 & 6610204H654
	BICYCLE 02 DESK LAMP AI
	Page 1

	BONITA 02 3 LTS CHANDELIER AI
	BONITA 02 CHANDELIER AI
	BONITA 02 WALL SCONCE AI
	BONITA 03 PARTS
	BREA BRASS WALL SCONCE 663507H650
	Page 1

	BRIAR 02 FLOOR LAMP AI
	CABELLO LARGE PENDANT 663284H562
	CABELLO MEDIUM PENDANT 663284H561
	CABELLO SMALL PENDANT 663284H560
	CABELLO XL PENDANT 663284H563
	CAMERON 2-TIER CHANDELIER 662036H439
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	CAMERON 3-TIER CHANDELIER 662036H438
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	CAMERON 4-TIER CHANDELIER 662036H437
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	CAMERON 49 RECT CHANDELIER 662036H436
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	CAMERON 59 RECT CHANDELIER 662036H441
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	CAMERON WALL SCONCE 662036H440
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	CAPIZ CHANDELIER 662036H118
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	CARRAWAY 02 CHANDELIER AI
	CARRAWAY 03 PARTS
	CASCADE 02 CHANDELIER AI
	CASCADE 02FLUSHMOUNT AI
	CASCADE 03 PARTS
	CAYDON BLACK TABLE LAMP 663928L61NKT 663928L61BKT
	Page 1

	CAYDON WHITE TABLE LAMP 663928L60BKT 663928L60NKT
	Page 2

	CELINE CHANDELIER 66594H282
	CLARENCE 02 FLOOR LAMP AI
	CLAUDETTE 02 12LT CHANDELIER AI
	CLAUDETTE 03 PARTS
	COLLIER 02 6 AW AI
	COLLIER 02 8 AW AI
	COLLIER 02 8 LTS CHANDELIER AI
	COLLIER 03 PARTS
	CORTENNA 02 TASK FLOOR LAMP AI
	Page 1

	CORTENNA 02 TASK TABLE LAMP AI
	Page 1

	COUNTESS 02 TABLE AI
	COUNTESS 02
	COUNTESS 03 PARTS
	DANDELION 02 LARGE CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	DANDELION 02 SMALL CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	DANDELION BRASS 22” CHANDELIER 662036H345
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	DANDELION BRASS 32” CHANDELIER 662036H346
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	DANDELION BRASS FLUSHMOUNT 662036H347
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	DANDELION FLUSHMOUNT 662036H273
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	DAWSON BRASS TABLE LAMP 66594L284
	Dawson Nickel Table Lamp 66594L283
	DELUCA FLOOR LAMP 6610031L324
	DELUCA TABLE LAMP 6610031L323
	DIVYA 02 TABLE LAMP AI
	Page 1

	DIVYA BLACK TABLE LAMP 663507L246KT
	Page 1

	DYER 2 LT WALL SCONCE 667198H231
	DYER 10LT CHANDELIER 667198H229
	DYER 12LT LINEAR CHANDELIER 667198H230
	ELENORA CHARCOAL 2-LT SCONCE 6610146H562
	ELENORA CHARCOAL 3-LT SCONCE 6610146H563
	ELENORA CHARCOAL 8-LT CHAND 6610146H561
	ELENORA SILVER 2-LT SCONCE 6610146H565
	ELENORA SILVER 3-LT SCONCE 6610146H566
	ELENORA SILVER 8-LT CHAND 6610146H564
	ELIANA GOLD 9IN PENDANT 660954H598
	Page 3

	ELIANA LANTERN PENDANT 66954H104
	Page 1

	FARIDA 02 CHANDELIER AI
	Page 1

	FARIDA 02 PENDANT AI
	Page 1

	FARIDA 03 PARTS
	FARRAH RATTAN FLOOR LAMP 66594L214
	FARRAH RATTAN WALL SCONCE 66594H215
	FARROW CHARCOAL TABLE LAMP 663289L328KT
	FARROW WHITE TABLE LAMP 663289L329KT
	FERDINAND FLOOR LAMP 6610109L244KT
	FERDINAND TABLE LAMP 6610109L243KT
	FERRIS 02 CHANDELIER 40
	FERRIS 02 RECT CHANDELIER 52
	FERRIS 03 PARTS
	FIELDING 02 TABLE AI
	FIELDING 03 PARTS
	FINNEGAN TASK FLOOR LAMP 6610071H443
	FINNEGAN TASK TABLE LAMP 6610071H442
	FORSYTHE 02 CHANDELIER AI
	FOTINI 02 PENDANT AI
	FOTINI 02 WALL SCONCE AI
	FOTINI 03 PARTS
	FRAMED FLARE 02 INDUSTRIAL PENDANT AI
	FRAMED FLARED 13  PENDENT 6610031H253
	FRAMED FLARED 17  PENDENT 6610031H254
	GARNET 02 CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GARNET 02 MEDIUM CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GARNET 02 PENDANT AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GARNET 02 RECT CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GARNET 02 SCONCE AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GARNET 03 PARTS
	GARNET BRASS 21 INCH CHANDELIER 662036H561
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GARNET BRASS 35INCH PENDANT 662036H267
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GARNET BRASS 51INCH CHANDELIER 662036H270
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GARNET BRASS 54 INCH RECT CHAND 662036H563
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GARNET BRONZE 21 INCH CHANDELIER 662036H560
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GARNET BRONZE 35INCH PENDANT 662036H268
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GARNET BRONZE 51INCH CHANDELIER 662036H271
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GARNET BRONZE 54 INCH RECT CHAND 662036H565
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GARNET SILVER 21 INCH CHANDELIER 662036H562 - Copy
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GARNET SILVER 21 INCH CHANDELIER 662036H562
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GARNET SILVER 35INCH PENDANT 662036H269
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GARNET SILVER 51INCH CHANDELIER 662036H272
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GARNET SILVER 54 INCH RECT CHAND 662036H564
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GEODE BRASS 1-LT PENDANT 662036H570
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GEODE BRASS 3-LT PENDANT 662036H573
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GEODE BRASS FLUSHMOUNT 662036H349
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GEODE BRONZE 1-LT PENDANT 662036H572
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GEODE BRONZE 3-LT PENDANT 662036H575
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GEODE BRONZE FLUSHMOUNT 662036H348
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GEODE NICKLE FLUSHMOUNT662036H350
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GEODE SILVER 1-LT PENDANT 662036H571
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GEODE SILVER 3-LT PENDANT 662036H574
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	GHENT 02 TABLE AI
	GHENT 03 PARTS
	GIULIANA 6-LT CHANDELIER 6610149H545
	GIULIANA FLOOR LAMP KIT 6610149547KT
	GIULIANA FLUSHMOUNT 6610149H548
	GIULIANA TABLE LAMP KIT 6610149546KT
	GLASS COLUMN 02 FLOOR LAMP AI
	GLASS COLUMN 02 TABLE LAMP AI
	GLASS TEARDROP 02 INDUSTRIAL PENDANT AI
	GLOBE 02 LARGE PENDANT AI
	Page 1

	GLOBE 02 SMALL PENDANT AI
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	GLOBE 03 PARTS
	GRAND 02 9 LTS CHANDELIER AI
	GRAND 02 12 LTS CHANDELIER AI
	GRAND 02 28LTS CHANDELIER AI
	GRAND 03 PARTS
	GRAND 28LTS CHANDELIER 65636H0210
	HAYLEN WALL SCONCE 663507H452KT
	Page 1

	HEALDSBURG 02 LARGE PENDANT AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	HEALDSBURG 02 MEDIUM PENDANT AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	HEALDSBURG 02 SMALL PENDANT AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	HEMISPHERE 02 GEODE CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	HEMISPHERE 02 LARGE GEODE CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	HEMISPHERE 02 PRISM CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	HEMISPHERE 03 PARTS
	HENRI 02 SWAG AI
	HORSE HEAD 02 TABLE LAMP AI
	HOWELL TABLE LAMP BASE 662889L670B
	INDUSTRIAL CLOCHE 02 PENDANT AI
	IVY 02 5LT CHANDELIER AI
	IVY 03 PARTS
	JACARRA 48 INCH ROUND CHANDELIER 6610184H558
	Sheets and Views
	6610184H558


	JACARRA 50 INCH LINEAR CHANDELIER 6610184H559
	Sheets and Views
	6610184H559


	JACARRA PENDANT 6610184H557
	Sheets and Views
	6610184H557


	JADA 02 9LT CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	JADA 02 15LT CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	JADA 02 WALL SCONCE AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	JAMES 02 TABLE AI
	JAMES 03 PARTS
	JAXTYN EASEL FLOOR LAMP 663507L342
	Page 1

	JAXTYN EASEL TABLE LAMP 663507L341
	Page 1

	JEUNET 2-TIER RING CHANDELIER 662082H333
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	JEUNET 24 INCHES RING CHANDELIER 662082H331
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	JEUNET 42 RING CHANDELIER 662082H332
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	JEUNET 49 INCHES RECTANGULAR CHANDELIER 662082H334
	Page 1
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	JEUNET 60 INCHES RECTANGULAR CHANDELIER 662082H335
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	JEUNET FLOOR LAMP 662082L337
	Page 1

	JEUNET TABLE LAMP 662082L336
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	JEUNET WALL SCONCE 662082H330
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	JOLEEN_BLACK_FLOOR_LAMP 663507H305B
	Page 1

	JOLEEN_BRASS_FLOOR_LAMP 663507H304B
	Page 1

	JULIETTE 02 CHANDELIER AI
	Page 1

	JULIETTE 03 PARTS
	KARSON TASK FLOOR LAMP 6610071H425
	KARSON TASK TABLE LAMP 6610071H424
	KATYA 32 INCH PENDANT 6610184H556
	Sheets and Views
	6610184H556


	KEAGAN TABLE LAMP KIT 661384L355KT
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	LA CAGE 02 6 LTS CHANDELIER AI
	LA CAGE 02 8 LTS CHANDELIER AI
	LA CAGE 02 FLOOR AI
	LA CAGE 02 FLUSHMOUNT AI
	LA CAGE 02 LG RECT CHANDELIER AI
	LA CAGE 02 PENDANT AI
	LA CAGE 02 SQ CHANDELIER ORB AI
	LA CAGE 02 TABLE AI
	LA CAGE 02 WALL SCONCE AI
	LA CAGE 03 PARTS
	LA CAGE BRONZE 9-LT RECT 66636H409
	LA CAGE BRONZE 12-LT CHAND 6636H411
	LA CAGE BRONZE 15IN PENDANT 66636H589
	LA CAGE BRZ 16IN DRUM PEND 66636H591
	LA CAGE OVAL BRONZE CHAND 66636H413
	LA CAGE OVAL SILVER CLAY CHAND 66636H412
	LA CAGE SILVER CLAY 9-LT RECT 66636H408
	LA CAGE SILVER CLY 12-LT CHAND 66636H410
	LA CAGE SVR CLAY 15IN PEND 66636H588
	LA CAGE SVR CLAY 16IN DRUM PEND 66636H590
	LAILA 02 37 RECTANGLE CHANDELIER AI
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	LAILA 02 49 RECTANGLE CHANDELIER AI
	Page 1

	LAILA 02 CHANDELIER AI
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	LAILA 02 LARGE CHANDELIER AI
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	LAILA 02 WALL SCONCE AI
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	LAILA 03 PARTS
	LAILA 20IN FLUSHMOUNT 662082H597
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	LAILA 70IN RECT CHANDELIER 662082H596
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	LAILA LARGE CHANDELIER 652082H0355
	Page 1

	LANCIA 02 FLOOR LAMP AI
	LANCIA 02 TABLE LAMP AI
	LANCIA 03 PARTS
	LANISTER 02 LARGE MESH PENDANT AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LANISTER 02 MEDIUM MESH PENDANT AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LANISTER 02 SMALL MESH PENDANT AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LARGO TABLE LAMP BASE 662889L669B
	LARKIN 03 PARTS
	LARKYN 02 CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LATHE ALABASTER TABLE LAMP 662889L553KT
	Page 1

	LATHE BLACK FLOOR LAMP 6610109L552KT
	LATHE BLACK TABLE LAMP 6610109L551KT
	LATHE NATURAL FLOOR LAMP 6610109L550KT
	LATHE NATURAL TABLE LAMP 6610109L549KT
	LEAF  6 LIGHTS CHANDELIER GOLD 6610149H358
	LEAF 02 TABLE LAMP AI
	LEAF 3 LIGHTS WALL SCONCE GOLD 6610149H361
	LEAF 3 LIGHTS WALL SCONCE SILVER 6610149H365
	LEAF 6 LIGHTS CHANDELIER SILVER 6610149H362
	LEAF 8 LIGHT FLUSHMOUNT SILVER 6610149H363
	LEAF 8 LIGHTS FLUSHMOUNT GOLD 6610149H359
	LEAF 12 LIGHTS CHANDELIER GOLD 6610149H360
	LEAF 12 LIGHTS CHANDELIER SILVER 6610149H364
	LENNON 02 DOUBLE SCONCE AI
	LENNON 02 SWING ARM SCONCE AI
	LEYLAND 02 1-TIER CHAND AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LEYLAND 02 6 LT CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LEYLAND 02 11 LT CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LEYLAND 02 22 LT CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LEYLAND 02 FLUSH MOUNT AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LEYLAND 02 RECT CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LEYLAND 02 TABLE LAMP AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LEYLAND 03 PARTS
	LEYLAND BRASS 5-TIER CHAND 662036H264
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LEYLAND BRASS FLOOR LAMP 760LEYFLBR
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LEYLAND BRASS WALL SCONCE 760LEYSCNE
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LEYLAND BRONZE 5-TIER CHAND 662036H266
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LEYLAND BRONZE FLOOR LAMP 652036L0483
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LEYLAND BRONZE WALL SCONCE 652036H0273
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LEYLAND NICKEL 5-TIER CHAND 662036H265
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LEYLAND NICKEL FLOOR LAMP 652036L0547
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LEYLAND NICKEL WALL SCONCE 652036H0376
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LILY 02 24IN CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LILY 02 32IN CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LILY 03 PARTS
	LILY BLACK 8-LT CHANDELIER 662036H430
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LILY BLACK 10-LT CHANDELIER 662036H431
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LILY BLACK FLUSHMOUNT 662036H432
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LILY FLUSHMOUNT 662036H274
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LINDEN 02 FLOOR LAMP AI
	LINDEN 02 TABLE LAMP AI
	LOUISE 02 CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:

	LOUISE 03 PARTS
	LOWMAN TABLE LAMP BASE 6610114L325B
	LUCENS BR 1 LT PENDANT 6610031H653
	LUCENS BR 3-LT SEMI FLUSH 6610031H652
	LUCENS BR 5 LT LINEAR CHAND 6610031H654
	LUCREZIA 02 WALL SCONCE AI
	LUCREZIA 03 PARTS
	LUISA 02 CHANDELIER 9 LTS AI
	LUISA 03 PARTS
	MARGOLIS 02 PENDANT AI
	MARGOLIS 03 PARTS
	MARGOLIS SM GLASS PENDANT 66594H651
	MARLOW 02 WIRE CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
	warnings:
	to assemble:
	care instructions:

	MARLOW 03 PARTS
	MARQUEE 02 TASK FLOOR LAMP AI
	MARQUEE 02 TASK TABLE LAMP AI
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	ODIN 2-LIGHT ISLAND PENDANT 667198H281
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	PETALS 02 FLOOR LAMP AI
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	PORTOBELLO TABLE LAMP 663507L105KT
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	RAECHELLE GLOBE CHANDELIER 667198H257
	RAMSEY 3 LT ROUND CHANDELIER 6610182H623
	RAMSEY 5 LT ROUND CHANDELIER 6610182H624
	RAMSEY 6 LT LINEAR CHANDELIER 6610182H625
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	RAMSEY SWING ARM SCONCE 6610182H629
	RAMSEY TABLE LAMP 6610182H627 - Copy
	RAMSEY TABLE LAMP 6610182H627
	RAMSEY WALL SCONCE 6610182H628
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	REEDED GLASS 02 FLOOR AI
	REEDED GLASS 02 TABLE AI
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	RETRO 02 FLOOR LAMP AI
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	ROSALIND BLACK CHANDELIER 66594H560
	ROSALIND BRASS CHANDELIER 66594H559
	ROSALIND RATTAN BLACK CHANDELIER 66594H558
	ROSCOE 02 GLOBE CHANDELIER AI
	parts enclosed:
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	ROSCOE GLOBE CHANDELIER 662036H177
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	SANTA BARBARA 02 TABLE LAMP AI
	SANTIAGO TABLE LAMP KIT 66627L567KT
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	SARDINIA 02 ROUND CHANDELIER AI
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	SAYRE 1-LIGHT WALL SCONCE 6610031H258
	SAYRE 02 LINEAR CHANDELIER AI
	SAYRE 02 TASK FLOOR LAMP AI
	SAYRE 02 TASK TABLE LAMP AI
	SAYRE 2-LIGHT WALL SCONCE 6610031H259
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	parts enclosed:
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